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Abstract 
 

 This project analyzed the Puerto Rico Department of Natural and Environmental 

Resources’ 2008 Land Acquisition Regulation. The team completed portions of Article VII, 

Section 1, of the Land Acquisition Regulation for Jobos Bay National Estuarine Research 

Reserve on the southern coast of Puerto Rico. This acquisition proposed adding three parcels of 

land to the reserve, to better protect the bay from commercial development pressures. From 

research and interviews conducted both at the DNER and Jobos Bay, the team developed an 

understanding of the regulation. The experience of researching and complying with the 

regulation enabled the team to make recommendations for future land acquisition proposals in 

the DNER. 
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Executive Summary 
 

 Designation of an area as a natural reserve is one of the most effective ways to ensure 

environmental protection. The Department of Natural and Environmental Resources (DNER) in 

Puerto Rico is charged with the management and monitoring of all activities that occur in the 

reserve and is responsible for the legal acquisition of the land to make sure that the area is 

completely safeguarded for environmental conservation. This project was designed to help the 

agency complete necessary steps towards the acquisition of land in Jobos Bay National Estuarine 

Research Reserve (JBNERR) on the south coast of Puerto Rico. With additional lands added to 

the reserve, JBNERR will provide more coastal access, leading to increased public awareness of 

environmental stewardship and a better visitor experience. 

 As Jobos Bay is a typical example of an arid Caribbean Estuary, where seawater and 

freshwater combine to form unique hydrological conditions, the team first researched the 

ecological importance of estuaries (Laboy, 2002). The bay is fed freshwater from an 

underground aquifer, leading to an estuarine environment whose salinity is very close to that of 

seawater’s. These unique attributes provide for a rich diversity for life, in both flora and fauna, 

including endangered species such as the Antillean Manatee. These features enabled Jobos Bay 

to be accepted into the National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR) system, designated in 1981 

(JBNERR, 2010). 

 The team also researched the NERR system’s goals and objectives to gain an 

understanding of how acquiring these lands would help to accomplish those goals. The goals of 

the National Estuarine Research Reserve system are to: 

1. Strengthen the protection and management of representative estuarine ecosystems to 
advance estuarine conservation, research and education. 

2. Increase the use of reserve science and sites to address priority coastal management 
issues. 

3. Enhance people’s ability and willingness to make informed decisions and take 
responsible actions that affect coastal communities and ecosystems (NOAA, 2010). 

These goals are aimed to achieve the NERR’s mission statement: “to practice and promote 

coastal and estuarine stewardship through innovative research and education, using a system of 

protected areas” (NOAA, 2010). Once the goals of the NERR system were understood, the 

system of management, known as the System Wide Monitoring Plan (SWMP), could be better 

understood (NOAA, 2007). The SWMP mandates that NERR reserves must have several data 
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stations for collecting water quality monitoring within the bay, including one continuously 

monitoring station that sends information by satellite every 15-30 minutes (NOAA, 2007). 

 To better support JBNERR’s goals and programs, the DNER suggested several priorities 

for land acquisition, including the properties Cayo Ratones/Matias, Isla Pajaros, and Sucesión 

Vazquez. Each parcel would add valuable land to the reserve, increasing its ability to follow 

through with the NERR system’s goals. Cayo Ratones/Matias was a priority, as the island was 

being used for tourism, damaging the mangroves, and bringing trash to the island. Isla Pajaros 

had similar concerns as Ratones, as people visit the small beaches between mangroves to have 

pig roasts, leaving garbage behind on the island. Sucesión Vazquez was considered to be one of 

the most important areas for acquisition as it is located directly behind the visitor’s center of 

JBNERR. Ownership of this land would connect the JBNERR with the Aguirre State Forest, 

providing an ecological corridor, while also protecting mangrove forests and salt flats. Although 

these lands are very important to acquire for environmental protection, local communities may 

not always be in favor of government ownership, which can lead to land conflict disputes. 

 Creation of a natural reserve limits the activities allowed inside its boundaries and the 

debate between development and conservation of natural areas is quite heated. For example, on 

Isla Pajaros, the current owner brings tourist groups there, even though the island is not supposed 

to be used for commercial purposes. Locals may favor development as provides economic 

growth and stability; whereas the government would like to preserve the land for the benefits that 

come from having a natural environment, including an increased diversity of life that would be 

protected. Though it was important for the project team to understand the needs for land 

acquisition, a clear understanding of the legal process for the acquisition of land was vital for the 

completion of this project. 

 To acquire land, the DNER had to comply with the “Regulation for Real Estate Rights of 

the DNER.” This project endeavored to complete the parts a) through n) in Article VII, Section 1 

of this law, which became the team’s methodology.  

 As the law for acquiring land was passed in 2008 and the Division of Coastal Zones, 

Reserves and Refuges had never completed the acquisition process in compliance with this new 

law, there were many areas that required research to understand. The result of this research was 

the completion of four parts of the proposal. The parts completed during this IQP included a): a 

general description of the project, b): benefits and legal justification for the acquisition, part j) , 
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which was not needed for this acquisition proposal because there was no exchange of land in the 

process. Part m) was the last item completed during this project, which was a draft letter from 

the Secretary of the DNER authorizing the acquisition project. There were two steps of the 

process that were started, but not completed. Part c) requested the name and physical address of 

all owners, and part n) was a ‘catch all clause’ requesting any other necessary documentation 

required by the Real Estate Division. 

 Many parts of the acquisition proposal were not started. The reasons varied, from time 

constraints to dependencies on other parts. Several parts were delayed because parts g), h), k), 

and l) were not completed. These steps required land surveys, site plans (if buildings are located 

on the parcel), and an appraisal of the property, along with appraisal reports for each property. 

Among the delayed parts were parts e) and f); certifications from the Puerto Rico Planning Board 

and the Regulations and Permits Administration. After endeavoring to complete the process for 

acquisition, and researching the remaining steps, the project team could then make suggestions 

for future proposals. 

 From researching the DNER land acquisition process, the team was able to compile a 

recommended order of completion for future proposals. The first parts of the process, a), b), and 

c) need to be completed before the next parts of the proposal can be completed, including parts 

g), h), k), and l). Parts g), h), k), and l) have the potential to be time consuming sections of the 

process, taking anywhere from two to four months to be finished. While appraisals, surveys, and 

site plans are being completed, it is recommended that the applicant also start part d). Part d) 

requests that the applicant obtain the Planning Board decisions from any projects currently 

submitted. The next suggested parts are parts e) and m). These parts request a Certification from 

the Planning Board approving the acquisition project. In order to complete part e), there are 

many other requirements and documents that must be submitted. Part m) requires that the DNER 

Secretary approve the acquisition proposal. To get this approval, the applicant should submit a 

draft letter for the Secretary to sign. The next steps that should be started are parts i), j) , and n). 

These parts require a certification by the Division of Finance in the DNER stating the availability 

of funds for the acquisition. Any other documents required by the Real Estate Division would 

also be needed at that point, including any necessary maps or documents characterizing the area. 

The final step of the process is part f), a certified copy of the resolution by the Regulations and 

Permits Administration authorizing the acquisition of the real estate property. It is suggested that 
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this be the last step because it requires information from almost all other steps in the process. 

After working on Article VII, Section 1 of the DNER land acquisition process, we hope that our 

suggestions may expedite future acquisitions by providing a clear model for the acquisition 

process.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 Despite difficult political and economical times, the Department of Natural and 

Environmental Resources (DNER) in Puerto Rico continues their mission to protect Puerto 

Rico’s valuable natural treasures. Charged with protection and management of natural reserves, 

the Division of Coastal Reserves and Refuges in the DNER works with many other organizations 

and government agencies. A short list of collaborators includes the Planning Board, National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Regulations and Permits Administration 

(RPA), and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). These agencies rely on each 

other for support, approval, and evaluation. It is due to their tireless efforts that Puerto Rico’s 

beaches, coral reefs, forests, lagoons, and countless other ecological treasures can be enjoyed by 

those who live in or visit Puerto Rico. However, not all of these natural wonders are protected by 

the DNER, and even the ones managed by the DNER are threatened by many factors. Coral reefs 

can bleach and die because of overly warm waters and pollution. Forests and beaches can suffer 

from harvesting of the trees or sand. Nature reserves protect critical natural habitats from the 

changes that urbanization and agriculture bring; adding more properties to the nature reserves 

enables the DNER to counteract these harmful forces. 

 Despite the benefits offered, there is often controversy surrounding the designation of 

new nature reserves. The creation of a nature reserve imposes restrictions on land use, which can 

result in negative economic repercussions for local residents. Specifically, a reserve can restrict 

the use of a coastal area for “construction, mineral development, energy, recreation, 

transportation, and commercial fishing” (CZMP, 2009). The difficulty in resolving these two 

competing interests, of protecting a natural resource versus increasing the prosperity of the island 

occasionally yields considerable controversy surrounding the creation of a nature reserve. A 

recent example underscores this challenge. The Northeast Ecological Corridor, or NEC, is a 

stretch of beach along the northern coast of Puerto Rico. The NEC is home to leatherback turtles, 

an endangered species that thrives along this stretch of beach (Crescioni, 2010). The NEC was 

proposed as a nature reserve in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico House Bill 2105, and had 

substantial support from environmental groups (Crescioni, 2010). In 2007, the then-governor of 

Puerto Rico signed an executive order setting aside 3,107 acres of coastline of the NEC as a 

reserve. In November of 2009, Governor Fortuno, with the support of Planning Board president 
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Hector Morales, revoked the designation of the reserve (New York Times, 2009). The governor 

decided that it would be more to the benefit of Puerto Rico’s economic development if resorts 

were allowed to use the area and create jobs. Maintaining balance between economic growth and 

environmental impact is very important when the DNER considers designating new land as a 

nature reserve. 

 The current economic situation in Puerto Rico has only increased the pressure to value 

economic development over land preservation. Since 2005, Puerto Rico’s economy has been in a 

recession (Valdéz, 2010). The recession, combined with the huge debt carried by the government 

of Puerto Rico has prompted the government to try to reduce the debt, and to reduce the costs of 

operating programs. With decreased funding, forced layoffs, and pressures to reduce 

expenditures, protecting the natural resources of Puerto Rico has become much more difficult for 

the DNER. 

 Notwithstanding these pressures, the Division of Coasts, Reserves, and Refuges, has 

begun the process of land acquisition for Jobos Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve 

(JBNERR). The land acquisition project offers many benefits for the reserve, including increased 

waterfront access, and additional opportunities to increase public awareness for environmental 

stewardship. A current concern for the Division of Coasts, Reserves and Refuges is complying 

with the new “Regulation for the Acquisition of Land and Real Rights of the Department of 

Natural Resources and the Environment,” which was recently passed. The process for acquisition 

proposals was changed in 2008, and the Division of Coasts, Reserves, and Refuges has not yet 

completed an acquisition under the new regulation. Because of the division’s unfamiliarity with 

this law, the goals of this project were to complete the acquisition process for three properties 

near Jobos Bay, and to produce a comprehensive model to the acquisition law for future 

proposals. Deliverables for the project included a recommendation for future acquisitions, and a 

partially completed acquisition proposal for JBNERR. By completing parts of this new 

legislation, and researching the process within the DNER, this project team was able to explain 

the process for land acquisition proposals in the DNER. The guidelines and recommendations 

developed can assist future land acquisition proposals. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
 

 Puerto Rico’s natural reserves are a spectacular showcase of the natural beauty of the 

island, and the Jobos Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve (JBNERR) is no exception. It is a 

pristine example of a Caribbean estuary, and host to many exotic plants and animals. Protection 

of natural reserves such as the JBNERR necessitates the cooperation of many government and 

non-government agencies. These agencies often have varying goals and diverse management 

styles, but they all contribute to the preservation of Puerto Rico’s natural reserves. These natural 

reserves are negatively affected by a variety of factors in and around the reserves including the 

pressure of commercial development, pollution of local habitats, and damage to important and 

protected environmental features. Such a situation is currently occurring in Jobos Bay, which led 

to this project. The goals of this project were to assist the DNER in complying with the land 

acquisition regulations to acquire three parcels of land surrounding Jobos Bay, and to provide 

guidelines for future DNER acquisition projects. 

2.1 Jobos Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve 
 

 Jobos Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve (JBNERR) is located on the southeast 

coast of Puerto Rico, between Salinas and Guayama. This natural reserve is important, as it is 

host to unique flora and fauna, such as the brown pelican found in Isla Pajaros, as seen in Figure 

1. It is also important as a pristine example of a Caribbean estuary, and as such, is a part of 

NOAA’s National Estuarine Research Reserve program. As it is designated as a National 

Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR), the JBNERR staff are able to complete research, initiate 

educational programs, and begin to enact objectives for community involvement. The reserve is 

host to facilities for water quality monitoring, housing for research staff, and an educational 

visitor center that describes the history of the area and the value of environmental conservation. 
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Figure 1: Brown Pelican in Isla Pajaros 

 The bay is physically distinctive, as it encompasses an area of roughly eleven square 

kilometers, making it the second largest estuary in Puerto Rico. Jobos Bay also covers more 

shoreline in Puerto Rico than any estuarine area, a location where seawater and freshwater meet 

to form a habitat for plants and animals (Laboy, 2002). At Jobos, as freshwater is fed to the bay 

from an underground aquifer and not a river, the effect that the freshwater has on the bay is 

diminished. Compared to a typical estuary, Jobos Bay is much saltier and closer to seawater 

salinity. This salinity yields an abundance of salt tolerant plants in the bay. JBNERR includes a 

2,393-acre forest to the north and east of the bay, as well as eleven miles of water off of the 

coast. The reserve is covered primarily with mangrove forests, but also contains salt flats, algae 

beds, and sea grass beds. Coral reefs fringe the outlying islands, providing natural protection 

against storm surges and strong waves. These unique features need to be protected so that future 

generations will enjoy the natural beauty of the bay, and to enable the bay to continue 

functioning as a viable ecosystem. 

2.1.1 Estuaries Origins 
 

 Estuaries were created during the transition into the Holocene epoch, which is the most 

recent geological epoch beginning 11,700 years ago, concurrent with the beginnings of the 

human race in Mesopotamia (Sloss, 2005). At the beginning of the Holocene epoch, the earth’s 

climate stabilized, causing glaciers to melt and flood the earth. The melting glaciers scarred the 

land with rapid flooding and retraction. The subsequent deformation of land is particularly 
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evident on low mountainous areas near the mouths of rivers feeding into larger bodies of water 

that began to grow marshlands, which in turn became estuaries. 

 NOAA classifies estuaries based on geology and on hydrology. The five geological 

classifications are: Coastal Plain, Bar-Built, Deltas, Tectonic, and Fjords, each type briefly 

described in NOAA’s Estuary Tutorial (NOAA, 2008): 

Coastal plain estuaries, or drowned river valleys, are formed when rising sea levels flood 
existing river valleys. Bar-built estuaries are characterized by barrier beaches or islands 
that form parallel to the coastline and separate the estuary from the ocean. Barrier 
beaches and islands are formed by the accumulation of sand or sediments deposited by 
ocean waves. A delta, characterized by large, flat, fan-shaped deposits of sediment at the 
mouth of a river, occurs when sediments accumulate more rapidly than ocean currents 
can carry them away. When the Earth’s tectonic plates run into or fold up underneath 
each other, they create depressions that form tectonic estuaries. Fjords are steep-walled 
river valleys created by advancing glaciers, which later became flooded with seawater as 
the glaciers retreated (NOAA, 2008). 

A hydrological classification of estuaries differentiates between five categories: Salt-Wedge, 

Fjord, Slightly Stratified, Vertically Mixed, and Freshwater (NOAA, 2008). They are ordered 

from most to least stratified. Hydrological stratification occurs when water of different density, 

oxygenation, salinity, and temperature mix and form barriers within the water. Fjord describes 

not only a geological trend, but also a hydrological one. JBNERR is classified as a Bar-built 

estuary because of the ring of islands and coral reefs that are parallel to the coastline. These 

islands that ring the bay are outlined in yellow in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Jobos Bay Islands (Laboy, 2002) 
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2.1.2 Environmental Importance of Estuaries 
 

 Estuaries have three major environmental features that necessitate protection and 

monitoring. The first important feature of an estuary is the number of animals and plants that can 

thrive in the habitat provided. Due to the proximity of larger bodies of water, ample flora, and 

unique water properties, special types of animals can thrive in estuaries. These animals include 

several endangered or sparsely populated species. Additionally, numerous species of birds, fish, 

and amphibians use estuaries as places of reproduction and migratory stops (NOAA, 2008). The 

second environmental feature is that estuaries are natural water filters (NOAA, 2008). As water 

flows into the estuary from the ocean or sea, it is filtered through the spongy marsh that 

composes a majority of the soil under the shoreline. This action not only filters the water coming 

in, but absorbs nutrients from the watershed area surrounding the estuary, making life possible in 

these areas (NOAA, 2008). The third feature is that estuaries provide stability to surrounding 

shorelines, creating a buffer zone from floods and storms. This allows people to create stable 

working communities around estuaries without constant fear of damage from floodwaters and 

hurricanes. 

2.1.3 Global Economic Importance of Estuaries 
 

 Estuaries provide many sources of income for neighboring communities. They are 

favorite spots for commercial and recreational fishing, generating billions of dollars each year 

from fish harvested from estuaries (NOAA, 2008). Additionally, estuaries are large centers for 

ecotourism, generating between $8-12 billion dollars annually for the communities and agencies 

managing the estuaries (NOAA, 2008). Estuaries are also important centers of transportation and 

international commerce as many seafaring crafts traverse these areas daily, both commercial and 

private. Partial damage or bad health produces reduced income streams, but does not eliminate 

all income streams. 

 

2.1.4 Important Flora of Jobos Bay, Puerto Rico 
 

 The mangrove forests in Jobos Bay cover 42.6% of the total acreage in the reserve. These 

large forests also are approximately 25% of the total mangrove forests in Puerto Rico, making 
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this reserve important for conservation (Laboy, 2002). The mangrove is the dominant plant of the 

halophytes group, or salt tolerant trees. Other than halophytes, no other tree can grow in salt 

water. Mangrove forests, seen in Figure 3, act as reinforcement to soil, as the root system holds 

soil back from being washed out to sea. These roots also provide protection for animal species, 

as the forest bears the brunt of the tidal forces, sheltering the inner bay and mainland from harsh 

conditions. They also produce rich soil, adding landmass to the system around them and 

contributing nutrients to the ecosystem (Laboy, 2002). Those nutrients feed smaller animals, 

which in turn feed the larger fauna that inhabit the area. There are six physiographic types of 

mangrove forests, and three are found in Jobos Bay: basin, fringe, and overwash (Laboy, 2002). 

 Basin forests are the most inland of the three, rarely feeling the effects of the tide. They 

also experience the greatest change in salinity levels, having primarily freshwater during the wet 

season and seawater during the dry season (Laboy, 2002). The fringe forest constitutes the 

“middle” portion of the system, forming on the edges of lagoons and seaward entrances. The 

overwash forest exists the furthest offshore on calcareous platforms (Laboy, 2002). Both the 

fringe and overwash forests are flooded daily by the tides, constantly exposing them to the 

salinity of the ocean. Their formation depends solely on soil quality and tidal strength. These 

forests play a large role in the water temperature of the bay as they heat the water within the 

forest. 

 
Figure 3: Mangrove Forest in Jobos Bay 
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 There are three main types of mangroves found in the JBNERR: red, white, and black. 

Red mangrove forms the base of the mangrove forest, being the first of the species to place roots 

in an area. This plant is fast growing and in a short amount of time a small island will be formed 

entirely of mangroves. This “island” collects the water as it flows, slowing its movement and 

collecting soil particles in its network of roots. This gathering of soil continues to slow the 

movement of water, shielding the bay from the harsh tidal waves. This species makes up most of 

the shoreline of Jobos Bay and can grow to be quite large and entangled (Laboy, 2002). 

 As areas of a red mangrove forest expand and are exposed to greater freshwater than salt 

water from the incoming watershed and rivers, white mangrove will grow over the red. The 

white mangrove, characterized by its greenish white pentamerous flowers, each with ten stamens 

and two ovate bracteoles, needs a greater salt-free environment to survive, and is found 

predominantly in the basin forest close to shore. The flowers are supported on a terminal panicle 

or solitary spike emerging from the leaf axil which can be seen in Figure 4 (Laboy, 2002). The 

white mangrove bears fruit which then falls into the water and floats for a period of 

approximately four weeks. Once the fruit sinks, the seeds begin to grow and produce more 

mangroves. The ability of mangroves to colonize is impressive, with seedlings capable of 

surviving up to a year from the time they drop to the water until they root themselves. 

 
Figure 4: White Mangrove Fruit 

 When red mangrove forests expand towards the sea and are exposed to more salt water, 

the black mangrove will dominate, as they grow further out, towards the sea. It does not need the 

salt to thrive, but unlike the white, it can survive in high salinity conditions. The site profile for 
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Jobos Bay archived by the DNER states that, “under high salinity conditions, structural 

development [of the black mangrove] is suppressed and [its] leaves excrete salt through 

specialized glands” (Laboy, 2002). Figure 5, while depicting a grey mangrove, a species not 

found in Jobos Bay, provides an example of this occurrence. 

 
Figure 5: Salt Crystals on Grey Mangrove Leaf 

While the black mangrove is overall a very resilient plant, it is susceptible to tidal forces. Over-

submersion and drought can kill this species quickly (Laboy, 2002). 

 Both the black and white mangroves use a system of pneumatophores, a network of aerial 

roots that allow the plants to breathe in a waterlogged environment. Pneumatophores are not 

unique to mangroves but are highly characteristic of them. Systems of pneumatophores can be 

found on shorelines of islands covered in mangroves, such as Isla Pajaros in Jobos Bay, as seen 

in Figure 6. These roots extend out from the base of the plant to supply oxygen to the plant and 

help anchor it against the tide (Laboy, 2002). 
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Figure 6: Mangrove pneumatophores on Isla Pajaros 

 

2.1.5 Important Fauna 
 

 The coral reef found at Jobos Bay is a typical Caribbean reef. It requires very specific 

conditions to survive and has a very small window of tolerability in water temperature, salinity, 

movement, and transparency (Laboy, 2002). Typical types of coral reef found in Jobos Bay are 

finger coral, fire coral, zoanthids, elkhorn coral, and brain coral. The coral reef in Jobos Bay 

offers food and shelter to the animals in and around the reef. The elkhorn coral in Figure 7 is one 

of the threatened species found in the bay. 

 
Figure 7: Elkhorn Coral (JBNERR, 2010) 
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 There are a total of ten species that are threatened or endangered within the Jobos Bay 

area, the majority of which are birds. Table 1 outlines the animals within Jobos Bay that are 

currently under protection and their status, the West Indian Manatees being the most endangered 

from the list (DNER, 2010). 

Common Name Scientific Name Status 

Brown Pelican Pelecanusoccidentalis Endangered 

Peregrine Falcon Falcoperegrinus Endangered 

Puerto Rican Plain Pigeon Columba inorata Endangered 

Roseata Tern Sterna dougalli Threatened 

Yellow-shouldered 

Blackbird 

Agelaiusxanthomus Endangered 

   

Hawksbill Sea Turtle Eretomochelysimbricata Endangered 

Green Sea Turtle Cheloniamydas Threatened 

Leatherback Sea Turtle Dermochelyscoriacea Endangered 

   

West Indian Manatee Trichechusmanatus Endangered 

   

Elkhorn Coral Acroporapalmata Threatened 

Table 1: List of Endangered and Threatened Species 

 
Figure 8: West Indian Manatee (JBNERR, 2010) 
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2.2 Historical and Cultural Importance 
 

 The history of Jobos Bay and the surrounding towns adds a fascinating backdrop to the 

natural beauty present in the reserve. Jobos Bay is located in two municipalities, Salinas and 

Guayama. Archeological findings indicate that the Taínos people once lived in Salinas on the 

same land where the Aguirre Sugar Mill was located. In recognition of the area’s unique history, 

Aguirre was designated as a State Historic District. Currently, the towns of Salinas and Guayama 

are home to farms, pharmaceutical companies, along with an energy plant that generates 

electricity for the bay. Both the Museum of Sports History and the Olympic training center are 

located in Salinas. Aguirre State Forest, a protected area since 1918, has trails and camping 

opportunities, adjacent to Jobos Bay.  

 

2.2.1 Designation of Jobos Bay as a Natural Reserve 
 
 In the 1970’s, when the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), 

imposed an oil embargo resulting in an energy crisis, Jobos Bay was considered for the 

development of an oil refinery port (JBNERR, 2009). Once the embargo was lifted, interest in 

the development of the area ceased (JBNERR, 2009). Additionally, The Puerto Rico 

Environmental Policy Act was passed in 1970. One of the main outcomes of the Puerto Rico 

Environmental Policy Act was the creation of the Puerto Rico Department of Natural and 

Environmental Resources, which paved the way for the designation of Jobos Bay as a natural 

reserve in 1981. 

 In early 1981, the DNER submitted an application to the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to establish an estuarine sanctuary in Jobos Bay 

(JBNERR, 2010). The application asked for 1205 acres from the Aguirre Sugar Mill property on 

the northern side of the bay. NOAA requires that the DNER must match any Federal funds given 

with equal amounts of State funds. To comply with this regulation, the DNER amended its plan 

to include 15 of the Cayos Caribe, a group of 17 islands in the bay into the acquisition plan 

(JBNERR, 2010). NOAA approved funding for the acquisition, but required that two of the 

seventeen islands of Cayos Caribe be incorporated into the Aguirre State Forest (JBNERR, 

2010). 
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2.2.2 National Estuarine Research Reserve System 
 

 Once Jobos Bay was designated as a reserve, the DNER wanted the reserve to be 

accepted into the National Estuarine Research Reserve program (NERR). The NERR program is 

competitive and selective due to limited funds. NOAA protects estuaries in many different 

regions of the United States, in order to protect as many different types of estuaries as possible. 

NOAA's funds and management support also needed to be directed towards pristine estuaries, so 

that effects from human impacts will be minimal. After careful consideration of many sites 

throughout Puerto Rico, including the Río Espíritu Santo and Laguna Tortuguero reserves by 

NOAA’s Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management (OCRM) and the DNER, Jobos 

Bay was accepted into the NERR program in September of 1981 by NOAA (JBNERR, 2010). 

 The National Estuarine Research Reserve System was created under the Coastal Zone 

Management Act of 1972 section 315 (NOAA, 2009). The mission, as stated on the NERRS 

homepage is “to practice and promote coastal and estuarine stewardship through innovative 

research and education, using a system of protected areas” (NOAA, 2010). The NERRS fulfills 

its mission by trying to complete three goals. These goals, which are reflected in all of the 

reserves that operate under the NERRS, including the Jobos Bay Reserve, are to: 

1. Strengthen the protection and management of representative estuarine ecosystems to 
advance estuarine conservation, research and education. 

2. Increase the use of reserve science and sites to address priority coastal management 
issues. 

3. Enhance people’s ability and willingness to make informed decisions and take 
responsible actions that affect coastal communities and ecosystems (NOAA, 2010). 
 

2.2.3 Reserve Regulation and Management 
 

 Once a reserve is created in Puerto Rico, the responsibility for management lies primarily 

in the hands of the DNER. The specific responsibilities for regulation and management of Puerto 

Rico’s natural and marine reserves along the coast are detailed in the Coastal Zone Management 

Program document, updated in 2009. The DNER must work in conjunction with the Planning 

Boards of the municipalities where the reserves are located to create regulations for the reserve. 

The Planning Boards’ land use plans serve as a basis for zoning maps, and their regulations 

become effective once signed by the Governor of Puerto Rico (DNER, 2009). The Planning 
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Board has responsibility for overall policymaking and for development of land use plans for all 

of Puerto Rico’s natural reserves (DNER, 2009). 

 As a National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR), the management of the reserve is 

primarily the DNER's responsibility, but NOAA is responsible for important decisions about 

JBNERR's regulation and conservation. This dual management allows Jobos Bay to qualify for 

matching federal funds for any activities or projects at the reserve, including land acquisition. 

 

2.2.4 Reserve Preservation 
 

 The Jobos Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve participates in a program called the 

System-Wide Monitoring Program (SWMP) to regulate the reserve in accordance with NOAA’s 

requirements (NOAA, 2007). The program lists specific objectives for NERR’s education and 

environmental stewardship. According to the SWMP 2007 document, the mission statement of 

the SWMP is to: 

Develop quantitative measurements of short-term variability and long-term changes in 
the water quality, biotic diversity, and land-use / land -cover characteristics of estuaries 
and estuarine ecosystems for the purposes of contributing to effective coastal zone 
management (SWMP, 2007). 

Many different goals must be met to make NERRs successful in completing the SWMP mission 

statement. The following table shows the goals needed to achieve that mission (NOAA, 2007). 
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Goal Result 
Coordination, Cooperation, and Support Maintain national-level coordination, 

interoperability, and the institutional 
infrastructure required to develop, improve, 
and sustain the monitoring program within 
NOAA and in cooperation with the network 
of coastal states and NERR sites 

Data Collection Provide continuous on-site operation of the 
monitoring program at the NERR field sites 
including provision of adequate financial 
support, personnel, training, equipment, 
facilities 

  
Database Management, Informatics, and 

Access 
Operation of a centralized programmatic 
database that meets national standards for 
data archival, metadata, and quality 
assurance, and provides an efficient and 
effective portal for data access and 
interpretation 

Understanding and Data Synthesis Periodic data synthesis and analysis to 
address coastal management questions and 
provide analytical information that is relevant 
to address national, regional, local issues 

Legacy for the Future Adoption of rigorous quality control 
standards, collection protocols, and archival 
procedures to ensure that data are available in 
the future for retrospective analyses, 
modeling, and ecological forecasting 

Communication, Education, Technical 
Transfer, and Outreach 

Promote and facilitate internal 
communications as well as awareness, 
training, and utility of the products generated 
by the monitoring program to a broad 
external audience of scientists, resource 
managers, policymakers, school groups, and 
public stakeholders 

Table 2: SWMP Goals (NOAA 2007) 

 The data collection stations of the SWMP system gather data every 15-30 minutes. As the 

data is taken so frequently, the information about the health of the reserve is quite accurate and 

permits scientists to understand more about how environmental factors are interdependent (or 

inter-related) (NOAA, 2009). To complement the SWMP, many reserves (including Jobos Bay) 

offer a Graduate Research Fellowship Program that offers graduate students a stipend and the 

opportunity to conduct research in the reserve system. This research also contributes to the 

research and scientific understanding of estuary ecosystems (NOAA, 2009). 
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2.3 Need for Acquisition of Lands in Jobos Bay 
 

The Jobos Bay’s Management Plan of 2010 outlines which lands around the bay are most 

important for acquisition. These include Cayos de Barca, Cayo Ratones (Matias), Isla Pajaros, a 

mangrove forest by Mar Negro, and the parcel of land behind the Visitors Center, Sucesión 

Vazquez. Shown below is a map (2010 Management Plan) with the acquisition priorities 

outlined. The top three acquisition priorities include Isla Pajaros, Cayo Ratones, and Sucesión 

Vazquez, which are numbers three, one, and twelve. The red areas outlined in Figure 9 are lands 

currently in possession of JBNERR. 

 
Figure 9: Land Acquisition Priorities 

Cayo Ratones is now a priority for acquisition because the owner brings tourists to an area that 

has no bathrooms, and who leave large amounts of trash behind that the owner does not remove. 

The effect this has on the water quality is easily visible, as evidenced by algae growth during the 

team’s visit. The visitors also leave garbage on the beach, in the roots of the mangroves, and in 

the waterways around the island. A picture of garbage left behind can be seen in Figure 11. 

Another tourism issue is the damage done to the mangroves, coral reef, and sea grass, as well as 

problems with water quality, such as decreased water quality due to lack of public restroom 

facilities. For example, the dock on Cayo Ratones/Matias shown in Figure 12 was built on top of 

mangroves, causing visible damage to the tree. 
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Figure 10: Garbage on Cayo Ratones 

 

 
Figure 11: Dock built on mangrove trees on Cayo Ratones 

  Another DNER acquisition priority is Isla Pajaros (property 3 in Figure 9), as it is likely 

to succumb to the problems currently seen at Cayo Ratones. When the project team visited the 

island, we found a small amount of garbage, evidence of cooking stations, a makeshift shelter, 

and a small dock built onto mangroves. The shelter and cooking station can be seen in Figures 12 

and 13 below, which give evidence for acquisition need. 
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Figure 12: Shelter on Isla Pajaros 

 
Figure 13: Cooking Station on Isla Pajaros 

 The final acquisition priority for this project is Sucesión Vazquez. This is an area behind 

the Visitors’ Center (located in the red outlined parcel, labeled Aguirre in Figure 9), which will 

provide several benefits for the reserve. One of the most important features this land would 

provide is an ecological corridor, by connecting the JBNERR to the Aguirre State Forest. 

Aguirre State Forest is shown in Figure 9, to the right of Sucesión Vazquez. Sucesión Vazquez 

also has mangrove forests, salt flats, as seen in Figure 15, and lagoons, which provide habitats 

for a diverse variety of flora and fauna. All of these habitats would be a valuable addition to 

JBNERR, and would preserve the unique habitats on the south side of Puerto Rico. 
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Figure 14: Salt Flats in Sucesión Vazquez 

 

2.3.1 Land Use Conflicts 
 

 As mentioned in the previous sections, human actions can have detrimental effects on 

natural reserves, even if these actions do not take place inside the reserve land. Due to the unique 

habitats contained within nature reserves, land use in and around reserves must be carefully 

limited to protect the land, the water quality, and the rare and diverse forms of life that live in the 

reserves. There are many types of human activities that can cause damage to reserve ecosystems. 

Such activities include nearby agriculture, which introduces excess nutrients and pesticides into 

the bay waters, and tourism, which can be damaging to the plants, animals and environment in 

varied ways. Tourism in the Jobos Bay area, specifically in Cayo Ratones is one such example. 

The island is owned privately, and tourists are brought to the island to enjoy the small beaches 

among the mangroves. Environmental damage results from activities such as tourists leaving 

piles of garbage and the owner cutting the mangroves to build a dock for easier tourist access. 

 Limiting land use in and around natural reserves, perhaps one of the most effective ways 

to protect the reserve, can be controversial to both residents and visitors, as the area could be 

valuable both economically and culturally (DNER, 2009). Such land conflicts have occurred in 

Puerto Rico in the past. For example, “…in La Parguera Natural Reserve, there is a problem with 

residences built on assets of maritime public domain…” (DNER, 2009). As the DNER cannot 

prove that the residents do not own the land, there is an ongoing struggle with the residents to 
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resolve the conflict. The problem in La Parguera demonstrates the need for a detailed and exact 

process to be followed when the DNER acquires land for a reserve. Land acquisition is a solution 

preferred by many conservation groups, because without ownership rights, protection attempts 

may be hindered or ignored. 

 

2.3.2 Development vs. Conservation 
 

 Protection of natural areas is not always popular. Opposition to the creation of a natural 

reserve usually originates from those who would prefer to commercially develop the land. It is 

often claimed that commercial development is good for the economy, while protection drains 

taxpayers of their money. The costs of conservation that are immediately evident include the cost 

of buying the land, and the lost tax revenue once the land is no longer privately owned. However, 

the benefits of land conservation can substantially outweigh the costs. As explained in the 2009 

Economic Benefits of Parks and Open Space report published by the Trust for Public Land, the 

benefits come from a variety of sources. Lost property taxes can usually be recovered within a 

few years because the property value of the surrounding areas will increase due to the creation of 

the park or nature reserve (Gies, 2009). As an example, Chicago’s Millennium Park was paid for 

in part by the increased property tax revenue on the nearby homes whose value went up after the 

creation of the park. Living in close proximity to a beautiful area like Jobos Bay could improve 

the property taxes in a similar fashion, if the lands are effectively protected and conserved. 

 More importantly for the conservation of an area like Jobos Bay is the cost of replacing 

the services that natural areas provide, such as climate regulation, clean air, and storm buffer 

zones. Coral reefs, watersheds and flood plains are all incredibly valuable in mitigating the 

effects of storms and flooding. A specific example of the dollar value that natural services have 

is clear in a 2002 study performed by the Trust for Public Land and the American Water Works 

Association. The study of 27 water suppliers showed that the more forest cover a watershed has, 

the less the water treatment costs (Gies, 2009), substantiating the forest’s ability to cleanse the 

water. Roots can filter the water, plants and algae consume nutrients and bacteria decompose 

organic material, all of which would have to be removed through man-made filtration systems. 

The mangrove forests in Jobos Bay are extremely effective in cleansing and filtering the water in 

the bay through their root system. Another service that nature performs more inexpensively than 
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any man-made options is storm damage control (Gies, 2009). This includes flood plains, which 

allow flooding without excess damage to the area (Gies, 2009), as well as coral reefs, which 

diminish the impact of waves from storms (Laboy, 2002). 

 A report by Robert Costanza “The Value of the World’s Ecosystem Services and Natural 

Capital” estimated the value of all the services performed by natural resources, if they were to be 

either restored or replaced (e.g., replacing wetlands with water filtration plants), at $33 trillion 

US dollars each year (Costanza, 1997). This estimate clearly identifies the large contribution that 

ecosystems make to human and environmental wellbeing. When the costs of purchasing the land 

are compared with the lost benefits of the natural ecosystems, the purchase and setting aside land 

for a nature reserve proves to be less costly. 

 

2.3.3 Benefits of DNER Acquisition 
 

 In order to improve their ability to protect JBNERR, the DNER has set the 

aforementioned lands as priorities for acquisition. The expansion to include the parcel behind the 

visitors’ center, Sucesión Vazquez, will allow better access to the bay, and will allow visitors a 

more diverse educational and recreational experience. Expanding the boundaries of the reserve to 

include the Cayo Ratones and Pajaros islands will make protecting the bay simpler. The islands 

support mangrove growth, and are fringed by coral reefs. By expanding the boundaries of the 

reserve, the JBNERR will be able to protect the salt flats, mangroves, lagoons and other wetlands 

of the areas. These areas are habitats for a large number of species. By gaining control over these 

areas, the reserve managers will be able to better protect these species. In Figure 16 below, the 

three land parcels this project is working to acquire are as follows from left to right (circled in 

yellow): Cayo Ratones, Isla Pajaros, and Sucesión Vazquez. 
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Figure 15: Parcels of Land in Jobos Bay 

 The three properties that the DNER would like to acquire offer many benefits for the 

JBNERR. Sucesión Vazquez, 92.64 acres behind the visitor’s center, offers an additional buffer 

area and the opportunity for the reserve to better manage the variety of mangrove forests and salt 

flats that are inherent to the property. By including the Sucesión Vazquez lands, the DNER will 

establish a biological corridor connecting the two protected areas, giving the DNER more control 

over how those areas are safeguarded. 

 The two islands, Cayo Ratones and Isla Pajaros have mangrove forests, and are fringed 

by coral reefs. The islands are surrounded by reserve property because the 2005 extension of the 

boundaries to include one mile from the coastline extended past the islands. These islands are 

also protected areas, and have no access or major development opportunities, despite the fact that 

they are privately owned. This is because any development in the area would be damaging to the 

mangroves, the water quality, and to the endangered animals in the area. Due to the development 

pressure, and the importance of the islands, the DNER would like to purchase the property to 

ensure the flora and fauna’s protection. 
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2.4 Acquisition Process 
 

 Several laws, primarily the “Ley Orgánica del Departamento de Recursos Naturales y 

Ambientales” and several subsequent amendments regulate the DNER’s activities. Prior to 2008, 

the land acquisition process for a reserve was not specifically laid out in a law. However, in 

2008, the “Reglamento Para la Adquisición de Bienes Inmuebles y Derechos Reales del 

Departamento de Recursos Naturales y Ambientales” was passed. The Division of Coastal Zone, 

Reserves and Refuges, is currently applying for acquisition in Jobos Bay. The director of this 

division, Ms. Damaris Delgado has taken on the responsibility of complying with Section 1, 

Article VII, of this law, which begins the process. Since the most recent DNER acquisitions were 

accomplished in 2005, the Coastal Zone, Reserves and Refuges Division has no experience with 

the acquisition requirements under the 2008 law. This project’s experience of complying with the 

DNER land acquisition process not only furthers the acquisition process for JBNERR, but also is 

intended to serve as an example and guide for future DNER land acquisition proposals. 

2.4.1 Regulations 
 

 In order to acquire the land, the DNER must comply with the “Regulation for Real Estate 

Rights of the DNER”. This 2008 DNER regulation details the steps required for land acquisition 

that either creates or adds to a natural reserve. The requirements were signed by the secretary and 

made law on December 5, 2008. The regulation has thirteen articles that regulate the acquisition 

of real estate. Articles V through VII are those relevant to this project. Article V states which 

types of property are eligible for DNER’s acquisition processes.  

These include, but are not limited to, property that would promote flood 
prevention, conservation of rivers and streams, forest conservation, lands 
dedicated to public use, protection of land with high ecological value, and 
conservation of native wildlife species (DNER, 2008). 

 There are two supporting articles that go on to list the specific criteria that must be 

satisfied by the ‘petitioning party’ before the proposal is accepted by the Real Estate Division. 

Article VI states that the Division of Real Estate is responsible for verification of all 

documentation included in an acquisition proposal. Article VII, Section 1 has parts (a) through 

(n), which are the parts this project will complete. These parts mandate that a proposal for land 

acquisition be submitted in compliance with the law. The proposal must have clear descriptions 
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of the property, explanation of the legal base for acquiring the property, and various surveys, 

maps, and measurements of the land by registered and licensed professional surveyors. 

 Sections 2 and 3 of Article VII describe the steps that the Real Estate Division must 

follow when accepting or rejecting a proposal. Sections 4, 5, and 6 detail the steps that must be 

taken when an acquisition proposal is accepted, depending on the type of acquisition process that 

will be utilized. The DNER can buy the property directly, which is regulated by Section 4, or it 

can trade property that they currently own in order to gain ownership rights to other property, 

which is regulated by Section 6. Section 5 regulates the ‘expropriation’ process, by which the 

land is condemned and the state will use Eminent Domain in order to purchase the land. 

Expropriation means to take private land by public authority. When using this process, not only 

does the DNER have to comply with Section 5 of Article VII of this law, but also referenced in 

part (b) of the section is the “Ley de Expropiación Forzosa” of 1903. The requirement (b) states 

that the process must also comply with the 1903 law when acquiring land through expropriation. 

 This project complies with Section 1 of Article VII; to describe the area, and to contact 

people to obtain the necessary surveys and other required legal documents. The Real Estate 

Division will then follow Sections 2 and 3, and if the Secretary accepts the proposal, will carry 

out the acquisition. 

 

2.4.2 Political and Economic Influence 
 

 Puerto Rico’s economic situation has a large effect on how the DNER, the Planning 

Board, and other government agencies are able to function. The economy of Puerto Rico has 

been in a recession since March of 2006, when the number of manufacturing jobs started to 

decline (Valdéz, 2010). According to the Executive Director of the Office of Management and 

Budget of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Armando A. Valdéz Prieto, the budget deficits for 

the Puerto Rican Government have been increasing steadily as Puerto Rico has been sinking into 

recession. Prieto claims that the current economic situation in Puerto Rico is worse than it has 

been since the 1930’s. In response, the Governor of Puerto Rico has taken several steps, 

including cutting budgets for most government agencies, and passing the controversial “Ley 7”, 

which authorized thousands of layoffs. The effect of the economic situation on the efforts to 

conserve natural lands has been detrimental in many ways. 
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2.4.3 “Ley 7”; Layoffs at the DNER 
 

 In March of 2009, Governor Fortuño proposed and passed “Ley Especial Declarando 

Estado de Emergencia Fiscal y Estableciendo Plan Integral de Estabilización Fiscal para Salvar 

el Crédito de Puerto Rico”, commonly known as “Ley 7”. This law was intended to stabilize the 

economy, eliminate the structural debt, and allow the government to help improve the economy 

of Puerto Rico. The law has several sections, the first of which declares a fiscal emergency for 

the government, and the remainder that attempt to fix this emergency. The opening sections are 

various tax increases, with the most controversial sections mandating mass layoffs. The layoffs 

follow a three-stage plan. Stage one is a voluntary retirement incentives program, giving 

employees extra severance pay depending on years worked for the agency. Stage two involves 

involuntary severance, first for all temporary and part time workers, then for workers with least 

seniority. The layoffs are included as a way to decrease the debt for the Government of Puerto 

Rico because, according to Armando A. Valdéz Prieto, in 2008, the “public administration 

employment accounted for 23% of total employment in Puerto Rico” (Valdéz, 2010). Stage three 

involves the “suspension of any clause, provision, and or provision in legislation” that allows 

paid leave, fringe benefits, paid education benefits, or increased wages, among many others 

(Fortuño, 2009). The loss of all these benefits is essentially a pay cut for every government 

employee. 

 The first stage of layoffs started in October 2009, sparking many protests and strikes 

against the Fortuño administration’s changes (Castillo, 2009). The second stage of layoffs, in 

March 2010, garnered more protests, with a rally in support of the laid off workers occurring at 

the DNER building Friday, April 9th. The layoffs were especially damaging to the DNER, 

because although there are many agencies to which these layoff requirements apply, many of 

those agencies are exempt. Armando A. Valdéz Prieto explains that the layoff program 

“excluded 99,600 public workers for various reasons, such as security, health and education” 

(Valdéz, 2010). This exclusion left only 53,900 workers as potential targets for this layoff 

program, and he estimates there are 25,000 workers laid off to date (Valdéz, 2010). The DNER 

was not exempt from these layoff requirements, and lost many employees in both October 2009 

and March 2010. An estimate from the Human Resources Office of Employee Development is 
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that 245 employees from the DNER were laid off, not including all of the employees whose 

contracts were simply not renewed. This loss of staff throughout the Department has left large 

gaps in all areas, with some divisions retaining only one person. The fallout from these firings 

has also left gaps in responsibilities, which necessitated transfers and reorganization of divisions. 

People have been transferred to divisions where their expertise may not apply. One example is a 

biologist, whose focus is on avian life, is now working with the forestry division because they 

were short of workers. 

 The loss of workers has left the DNER with many organizational issues. Several divisions 

do not have the same capabilities as they had in the past and this has resulted in responsibilities 

becoming unclear between workers. Ms. Mabel Rivera’s division is an example of the effect the 

layoffs have had on the DNER. She works in the Real Estate Division, which has been reduced 

to only two workers; Ms. Rivera and her secretary. The responsibilities of this division are more 

than two people can handle, and this has resulted in other divisions aiding with some of the 

work. Lack of information organization has also resulted from these layoffs. Frequently one 

encountered a situation where someone was laid off, and left a box full of papers and 

information, and the workers left behind are not sure of what information is there. Simply 

recovering from a layoff period is difficult for any organization. Since the layoffs were applied 

through the criteria of seniority, as Ley 7 directed, the DNER lost many people who were vital to 

the agency, rather than the employees it could most afford to lose. 

 These layoffs have also had a large effect on the progress of this IQP report. As 

organization and clear responsibilities were intermittently lacking, it has been occasionally 

difficult to obtain clear information about the land, or the policies involved in land acquisition. 

Despite these unfortunate circumstances, those at the DNER have been exceptionally helpful and 

welcoming to our team. When time could finally be arranged to meet, the employees have 

provided us with as much assistance as possible with our project. 

 

 

2.5 Summary: Jobos Bay Land Acquisition Proposal 
 

 The research presented in this chapter represents the background of knowledge for the 

acquisition of land in Jobos Bay. Studying the JBNERR itself provided a general history of the 
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reserve, and illuminated its importance to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the United 

States. Examining the history of the Jobos Bay area revealed a rich history before and after the 

arrival of Europeans in the area. Taínos culture in the area strengthens the argument that the area 

should be protected to retain and pass on knowledge to future generations about their interesting 

culture. The Aguirre Sugar Mill dominated Jobos Bay’s history in the twentieth century and 

provided economic opportunity and growth for the region. The establishment of the mill 

eventually led to the creation of JBNERR through the sale of lands to the DNER (JBNERR, 

2009). The creation of the reserve also shed light on the process of land acquisition for the 

reserve, because some of the policies in place in 1981 are still used today, such as the NOAA 

matching funds requirement. 

The goals of NOAA’s NERR program are very specific. The acquisition of land for Jobos 

Bay would improve protection of the estuary, and is included in Jobos Bay’s Management Plan 

(NOAA, 2010). Acquisition priority is given to parcels of land that are considered to be the most 

important or threatened areas. The need for acquisition varies for each area. Isla Pajaros and 

Cayo Ratones are high priorities because they are under threat from possible development for 

tourist activities, which could destroy natural environments such as the mangrove forest. 

Acquisition of Sucesión Vazquez would enable increased community outreach because it would 

provide increased access to Jobos Bay for educational boat trips. By exploring the conflict 

between development and conservation, we discovered the varied benefits offered by 

conservation. Development provides an opportunity for economic gain, while conservation limits 

permitted activities inside a reserve. In Cayo Ratones, the owner of the island has destroyed 

portions of the mangrove forest and brought many tourists who bring trash and damage the 

environment in a variety of ways. The issue is that one person is benefiting from this 

‘development’ opportunity, while the natural habitat suffers. Continuing tourist trips to the 

islands as the owner of Cayo Ratones currently encourages, would eventually destroy the natural 

beauty of the bay, removing any reason for tourist visits to the bay. Protecting the islands and 

conserving the area guarantees that the water quality and health of the ecosystems can be 

preserved for many more years. 

 In order to complete this acquisition proposal, the project team researched the acquisition 

process used at the DNER. The recently passed law that regulates the process of land acquisition 

within the DNER is the guiding document for the project. The law it outlined specifies steps that 
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must be taken to acquire land by a variety of means. While researching the acquisition 

requirements, gaps of information and responsibilities within the DNER were encountered, 

which can primarily be attributed to Law 7. This law took effect in March of 2009, and aimed to 

decrease the debt that the Puerto Rican government was incurring, by mandating tax increases 

and government sector layoffs (Valdéz, 2010). This resulted in the “laying-off” of around 250 

employees who worked at the DNER, the first wave coming in October 2009, and the second 

wave in March of 2010. The consequence of these lay-offs is that the DNER has fewer staff t; 

with the same workload as before Law 7 was enacted. By completing several steps of the 

regulation for land acquisition, we hope to benefit both the JBNERR and the DNER by providing 

a guideline for simplifying future acquisitions and by assisting the acquisition of valuable land. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
 

 The goal of this project was to provide guidelines for future land acquisition proposals 

that comply with the 2008 law for DNER land acquisition. The expected results of this project 

were twofold: to complete as much of the acquisition process as possible for land near JBNERR; 

and to simplify the land acquisition process by clearly outlining the steps necessary to complete 

the proposal. In the process of completing this project, the group acquired an understanding of 

Jobos Bay and the benefits land acquisition offer to the bay. Understanding and expanding upon 

the real estate acquisition regulations and procedures was a vital part of the team’s research. The 

final analysis of the regulations is presented in Chapter 4 and includes guidelines for future land 

acquisition proposals. 

 The team worked at the Division of Coasts, Reserves and Refuges located in the DNER 

office building in San Juan, and also gathered information at Jobos Bay National Estuarine 

Research Reserve, in Guayama. The project group visited the reserve to document the needs for 

acquisition of each parcel of land. At both locations, interviews of staff members were 

conducted, which were vital to the progress of the project. Ms. Mabel Rivera, the director of the 

Real Estate Division, was especially helpful in expanding our knowledge and understanding of 

the Real Estate Acquisition law of 2008. Additionally, the team acquired information from the 

Jobos Bay website, the DNER website, and the DNER Library. Finally, the extensive records 

provided by Ms. Damaris Delgado gave a glimpse into the management history of the reserve, 

leading to invaluable background information on the reserve. The understanding gained enabled 

the team to complete several steps of the Real Estate Acquisition Regulation, and to compile 

guidelines for all other steps needed to complete future land acquisition proposals. 

3.1 Real Estate Acquisition Regulation 
 
 The Real Estate Acquisition procedures in the DNER are shaped by the regulation that 

governs such activities. The “Reglamento para la Adquisición de Bienes Inmuebles y Derechos 

Reales del Departamento de Recursos Naturales y Ambientales”, the regulation adopted by the 

DNER on December 5, 2008, is the law consisting of thirteen Articles that regulate the land 

acquisition process within the DNER. This law presents a broad overview of the process. The 

first four articles give the law title, the legal base, the purpose of the law, and definitions of terms 
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to be used in the rest of the articles. Article V specifies the criteria for the acquisition of real 

estate, while Article VI states that the Real Estate Division will be responsible for ensuring 

compliance with the provisions of the regulation. The following excerpt is a translation from 

Section 1 of Article VII, which outlines the procedures for submitting an acquisition proposal to 

the Real Estate Division. 

 
Article VII: Procedures for the Acquisition of Real Estate 
Section 1: Acquisition Project 
 
The requesting unit is responsible for preparing an Acquisition Project including, among other 
things, without limitation, the following: 
a) Description of the related project. 
b) Benefits and legal justification for the acquisition. 
c) Name and physical address and mailing address of all parties with an interest in real estate 
property being acquired. 
d) A certified copy of the resolution issued by the Planning Board which approves the project for 
the use and location query, in the case where a certificate is lacking give evidence that an 
exemption has been granted to the DNER to submit a location query, if applicable. 
e) A certified copy of the resolution issued by the Planning Board which approves the public 
transaction query, in the case where a certificate is lacking give evidence that an exemption has 
been granted to the DNER to present a public transaction query, if applicable. 
f) A certified copy of the resolution issued by RPA authorizing the acquisition and segregation of 
real estate property in favor of the DNER. 
g) Survey plan of the real estate property to be purchased, prepared by a licensed and 
authorized to practice surveying in Puerto Rico and an active member of the College of 
Engineers and Surveyors of Puerto Rico. In cases of existing structures, schematic and 
conceptual drawings may be needed, among others. 
h) Any other plan that is necessary according to the particular characteristics of the real estate 
property to be acquired and prepared by licensed professionals authorized, under existing laws. 
i) Certification of the Division of Finance on the availability of funds to carry out the acquisition 
when the transaction requires the expenditure of public funds. 
j) In cases of exchange, the requesting unit must inform the Division of Real Estate, as part of a 
proposed acquisition that the transaction involves a swap. The requesting unit will provide a 
clear description of the property to be delivered, including the registration data of the same. 
k) Three (3) original appraisal report or appraisal of real estate property to be purchased. 
l) Three (3) originals of the report prepared by the appraiser reviewer in relation to the 
valuation report or transaction referred to in subsection (j) above. 
m) Letter or official document from the Secretary authorizing the acquisition. 
n) Any other document required by the Real Estate Division considering the characteristics of 
each case (DNER, 2008). 
 

 Section 2 of the Article continues to describe the necessary processes. Once the Applicant 

submits the materials listed in Section 1, the Real Estate Division must comply with several 
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requirements, which are explained in Section 2. Section 3 gives more requirements for the 

appraisal and the appraisal report. The last components, Section 4, 5, and 6 explain the process 

that the Real Estate Division would follow based on the type of acquisition; purchase, 

expropriation, or swapping. Article VIII assigns responsibilities within the DNER if the property 

is changing ownership through assignment (transfer ownership to another agency). Article IX 

covers the responsibilities of the DNER’s Real Estate Division when the property acquisition is a 

donation. Article X, XI, XII, and XIII are the general provisions and approval clauses, which 

state how to handle a situation not already mentioned by the law and declare the date that the 

legislation will take effect. 

 The general procedure for any real estate acquisition in the DNER, as gathered from the 

2008 regulation, follows specific steps. The Applicant, the Division of Coasts, Reserves and 

Refuges in the case of Jobos Bay, starts the acquisition process, and is charged with complying 

with Section 1 of Article VII. This provides the Real Estate Division with needed information, 

and ensures that the support of the DNER’s Secretary, the RPA and the Planning Board has 

already been obtained. Once Section 1 has been completed, the Real Estate Division takes on 

responsibility for all further actions. The remaining sections are a list of rules for acquisition. 

The Real Estate Division must complete the rest of the acquisition process according to the 

remaining Articles. This regulation requires that one person, group or division start the process, 

but once Section 1 of Article VII is completed, the Real Estate Division of the DNER will carry 

out the purchase. 

 In order to understand the regulation, and how to best complete these steps in Section 1, 

especially those involving the Planning Board and RPA, Ms. Mabel Rivera, the director of the 

Real Estate Division was interviewed on April 13, 2010. Her explanations and assistance form 

the basis for the majority of the following explanations for parts d), e), f), l), and k). The 

procedures required to complete the other sections were obtained by requesting information from 

many sources such as the Division of Coasts, Reserves and Refuges, interviewing knowledgeable 

individuals, or by researching these procedures in the library or websites of the DNER or 

Planning Board. The following sections are explained out of order in places; although many 

sections logically can be explained in succession, others do not lend themselves to a simple 

explanation, and it is beneficial to have that section explained alongside other similar sections. 
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3.1.1 Parts a), b), & c) 
 
 The first parts, a) and b), of the acquisition proposal require a description of the project, a 

description of the benefits offered by the project, and an explanation of the legal justification for 

land acquisition. The research completed in order to understand the need for acquiring land for 

JBNERR was invaluable for the completion of parts a) and b) of Article VII. The ecosystems 

and habitats in Jobos Bay are extremely valuable, and deserve protection. The research done on 

Jobos Bay allowed us to explain this value in part a) of the proposal. The lands to be acquired are 

also detailed as to location, and the benefits they offer the reserve. The addition of these lands 

can offer many benefits to the reserve, from expanding the visitor experience to preventing 

development damage to the bay and safeguarding the habitat for many years to come. The 

requirement to state the legal justification for acquisition can be satisfied by stating which law 

justifies the acquisition. Because Law 23, the law that created the DNER in 1972, also gives 

permission for acquisitions, this is the law cited. 

 For part c), it is necessary to obtain the names, physical address, and mailing address of 

all parties with an interest in the real estate property being acquired. The Coastal Zone division 

of the DNER has access to a cadastre for one of the parcels of land to be acquired. A cadastre is a 

legal registry that shows the ownership information and value of the land for taxation purposes. 

Ms. Coralys Ortíz, a biologist in the Coastal Zone division assisted the team in obtaining a 

cadastre for Sucesión Vazquez, but unfortunately could not access a cadastre for either Isla 

Pajaros or Cayo Ratones. The Sucesión Vazquez cadastre identifies seven property owners for 

the 90 acre Sucesión Vasquez parcel. Unfortunately, the cadastre does not provide addresses for 

these owners.  

The landowner names for Isla Pajaros were obtained by searching through older 

documents that related to Jobos Bay. These documents related to Jobos Bay’s management were 

provided by Ms. Damaris Delgado. These documents range from management plan drafts, 

conference proceedings, to orders for fence installments. Among these documents was a letter 

from the former owner, Sra. Ines Nadal, who sent a letter in 2004 to the DNER announcing 

intent to sell the property. The current landowners, Jose Luis Figueroa, Maria de los Angeles 

Casas, Arnaldo Palmer Lopez and Rosa Elena Figuero were determined by a title study 

performed by the L.J.N. Title Search Company in 2008.  
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The landowner of Cayo Ratones (Matias) was not found in any documents at the DNER, 

but the owner was determined after the team visited the island and saw a sign declaring the 

island to be property of Sr. Alvarado and encouraging visitors to call him for tours and activities. 

Although property owners for Sucesión Vazquez were discovered, the mailing and physical 

addresses for owners of the other parcels were unknown. This list of names was treated as a 

starting point, because some of the documents were from many years previous. As shown by Isla 

Pajaros, the owner listed in older documents is not always accurate, which is why more definite 

confirmation of ownership is needed. 

 In an attempt to verify the list, find if there are any remaining landowner names, 

addresses, and any other useful information pertaining to the legal ownership of the land, the 

project team contacted the ‘Registro de Propiedad’, or Land Registry office in Guayama. The 

Land Registry is a public office charged with holding public records of real estate transactions. 

As the Land Registry should have records that include names and addresses for the current and 

former property owners, and sale prices, obtaining this information would be extremely useful in 

the acquisition process. To request information from the office, the Jobos Bay staff supplied us 

with a requesting letter which listed the properties and requested the assistance of the registry 

staff. This was partially to assist the registry staff by giving them a document with the land 

parcels listed, and had the additional benefit of identifying this research as for the government of 

Puerto Rico, which eliminated any charges for this request. 

 The team visited the office in Guayama on the afternoon of Wednesday, April 7th 2010, 

and encountered several obstacles. The first was that the letter supplied by the Jobos Bay staff 

was not adequate. To process the information requests separately for each parcel of land, the 

office requires a separate document for each. The original plan for obtaining information from 

the Land Registry office was to submit the request on Wednesday, and to return on Thursday to 

pick up the information. The plan was overly optimistic because, as the researcher at the Land 

Registry explained, at least one to two weeks are required to find all the information for a 

request. The final obstacle encountered in the Land Registry office was that on Thursday and 

Friday, the 8th and 9th of April, the office was closed to repair their computer systems. Guayama 

is an hour and a half drive away from the office in San Juan, which made it difficult for the team 

to return to the Land Registry. The JBNERR staff have continued to contact the Land Registry to 
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obtain the accurate landowner names and addresses, but have not yet been successful. As a result 

of these obstacles, part c) is incomplete. 

3.1.2 Parts d), e), & f) 
 

 The next sections, d), e), and f) all require that certifications be obtained from the 

Planning Board, or from the Regulations and Permits Administration. Ms. Mabel Rivera 

provided this information in an interview on April 13, 2010. The certification requested from the 

Planning Board in part d) is only applicable if the landowner currently has projects submitted to 

the Planning Board. If there are projects submitted to the planning board, the DNER needs to 

obtain a copy of those resolutions regarding the property before proceeding to the next steps.  

 Part e) requires the Applicant to obtain a certified copy of a Planning Board resolution 

that approves the “public transaction query”. This is a lengthy document, requesting detailed 

information. To fill out this form, it is necessary to have performed both the surveys and 

appraisals, as well as gathered a wide range of information about the lands to be acquired. The 

additional information needed to fill out this document includes: identify the land owners 

surrounding the parcels, identify the water bodies in, adjacent to, or near the parcels of land, and 

identify the types of soil based on Planning Board maps.  

 The timeline for the completion of some portions of the application are independent of 

each other. However, this is not true for parts e) and f). Before part e) can be completed, parts c), 

k), and l) need to have been completed previously. Part e) requires all the information from part 

c), the names and addresses of the owners, as well as the value of the land from the appraisal, 

which is part k), and the description of the land from the surveys which is part l). Once this 

portion has been submitted, the DNER must draft and send a letter to the landowners, letting 

them know that part e) has been submitted. The Planning Board will then give the proposal an 

official receipt and assign the proposal a number, which the landowner can use to look up the 

proposal and dispute the process if they feel there are problems. 

 Part f) is one of the final parts to be completed. It requires that the Applicant receive a 

certified copy of the resolution from the Regulations and Permits Administration (RPA) 

approving the acquisition of the property in favor of the DNER. Final certification by the RPA is 

given by a form called the Application for Approval of Land Development, and contains 

important information such as the intended use of the property. It also includes information about 
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the type of structures to be built if there are any planned for the parcel. To acquire this 

certification, the DNER must submit to the RPA all surveys, appraisals, and the letters sent to 

property owners. Additionally, approval from the Division of Finance within the DNER, part i), 

and the approval of the Secretary of the DNER, part m), is required before this step can be 

completed. If the RPA approves the transfer, they provide the certification. The RPA then 

registers the property in the name of the DNER in deeds for the land. 

3.1.3 Parts g), h), k), & l) 
 
 Parts g), h), k), and l) explain the process which the Applicant must follow for obtaining 

surveys and appraisals of the land to be purchased. Part g) requires a survey to be performed on 

the properties. Part g) states that the survey must be prepared by a licensed professional, 

authorized to practice surveying in Puerto Rico, and who is an active member of the College of 

Engineers and Surveyors of Puerto Rico. The next part to be completed, part h), is required only 

when there are existing buildings/structures on the property to be acquired. Unless the makeshift 

docks are considered structures, part h) is not necessary for any of the 3 properties to be 

purchased.  

 Parts k) and l) require that three original documents detailing the appraisal of the property 

be obtained, in addition to three original reports on the appraisal. Parts k) and l) are explained 

more fully in Section 3 of Article VII. The appraiser must be authorized to practice by the Board 

of Examiners of Assessors of Puerto Rico, and must prepare the report or valuation in 

accordance with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, the Uniform 

Appraisal Standards for Federal Land Acquisitions, or the American Institute of Real Estate 

Appraisers. The appraisal (valuation) must include the fair market value of the real estate, a 

description of the property, identification of structures, and any other information that would 

support the appraiser’s conclusions. The valuation of the property must then be submitted to an 

appraisal reviewer for approval in writing, which is the required appraisal report. The report 

prepared by the appraisal reviewer would indicate reasons why the appraisal is accepted or not 

accepted, and any differences in value found.  

 Ms. Rivera, of the Real Estate Division, said that obtaining surveys and appraisals of the 

land to be purchased is one of the most important parts of the acquisition process, and must be 

finished before any certifications are given by RPA. During the meeting with Ms. Rivera, she 
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informed the project team that the Secretary of the DNER had already ordered a survey of Isla 

Pajaros, but not for Cayo Ratones, or Sucesión Vazquez. If there are no appraisals for the 

properties, then a work order must be requested through the Real Estate Division. Once surveys 

for the requested lands are completed, three originals of the land appraisal report, and three 

originals of the appraisal report are required to be submitted as part of the land acquisition 

proposal.  

3.1.4 Parts i), j), m), & n) 
 
 Parts i), j) , m) and n) are additional components that must be completed before the 

proposal can be submitted to the Real Estate Division. Part i) explains that there must be a 

certification stating the availability of funds when they are needed to acquire the lands. To 

acquire this certification, Ms. Delgado must contact the Division of Finance. Once this 

certification is obtained, the requesting division is free to purchase the land. Part j)  comes into 

effect only if there is a land exchange between the DNER and the landowner. In this case, the 

requesting division in the DNER provides a clear description of the properties to be exchanged. 

If the acquisition requires the transfer of property from the DNER to another owner, the Division 

of Real Estate must be notified as to the exact properties involved in the transfer, and given the 

appropriate information about these properties. An example of such an arrangement is the 

creation of Jobos Bay explained in the Jobos Bay Management Plan. NOAA’s federal-state funds 

matching requirement in Jobos was satisfied by the transfer of DNER owned islands to Jobos 

Bay. This was an exchange arrangement, with land exchanging ownership, not money. However, 

part j) is not relevant to the current acquisition project because the parcels of land will be only 

purchased and no exchange is anticipated. 

 Part m) of Article VII, Section 1 states that the requesting department must receive a 

letter or official document from the DNER Secretary, authorizing acquisition of the land. In 

order to receive this letter, there are two steps to be taken. First, a draft letter authorizing the 

acquisition must be written by the requesting division within the DNER. The drafted letter, 

which the Secretary signs, must contain the need for acquisition, and identify the benefits the 

acquisition would give to the agency. For this acquisition project, it was suggested by Ms. 

Damaris Delgado that the letter be written in both English and Spanish, but this is not a 

requirement. Additionally, a memo to the Secretary explaining the situation, including the 
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DNER’s needs to acquire the land, and why the Secretary should agree to the proposal has to be 

written. This memo would essentially ‘sell’ the project to the Secretary. Once the Secretary is 

satisfied with the content of the draft letter, he will sign the letter to approve the proposal. 

 Part n) is the last portion listed in the regulation, before the Real Estate Division takes 

responsibility. It requires that the acquiring department have all necessary documents required 

for a complete profile of the parcels to be purchased. This requirement is vague, and requires a 

judgment call on the part of the petitioning party and the Real Estate Division. To complete 

requirement n), it is recommended to have the most recent surveys and latest maps available, to 

give the Real Estate Division the most accurate and up to date information available. 

3.2 Summary 
 

 Article VII, Section 1 is the initial step in land acquisition for the DNER. Completing this 

section provides the Real Estate Division with necessary information to complete the purchase or 

other form of acquisition. The parts of the acquisition proposal are complicated. As seen in part 

c), even apparently simple tasks like finding the names and addresses of each owner can become 

increasingly difficult once a number of agencies become involved. The discovery processes that 

lead to understanding each of these regulations was greatly assisted by an understanding of how 

the DNER’s departments function. The Real Estate Division appears to have the most 

responsibility for acquiring land, eventually taking over the process once Section 1 of Article VII 

is complete. While the steps in the acquisition proposal process are listed in a specific order, that 

order does not dictate the critical path of the process. Understanding of the acquisition process 

was very much an ambiguous process, with even seemingly simple tasks uncovering many more 

requirements. The explanations of these requirements and recommendations for future proposals 

are presented in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4: Results 
 

 This project had two separate goals. The first was to complete as many steps of the land 

acquisition proposal for land parcels to be included in Jobos Bay as possible. After thorough 

research into the required procedures for DNER land acquisition, this project endeavored to 

complete the land acquisition proposal for Jobos Bay. In addition to completing as many steps as 

possible of parts a) through n) of Article VII, Section 1, this project’s other goal was to develop 

a detailed set of guidelines for future land acquisitions, with recommendations on how to achieve 

each step. The recommendations were formulated with the assistance of many people in the 

DNER, the staff at Jobos Bay, and the staff in the Land Registry Office. This chapter explains 

these recommendations and identifies a suggested order of completion for the acquisition 

process. 

4.1 Current Progress of Land Acquisition Proposal 
 

  Table 3 indicates the current progress of the Jobos Bay acquisition process. Information 

highlighted in blue signifies steps completed by our team, green signifies steps started by our 

team, and red signifies steps not started by our team. The red steps have not been started either 

because the team is not currently able to start the step, or because of time constraints. This chart 

also illustrates the delaying factors in completing each step, the party responsible for completing 

those steps, and identifies an agency that must grant a certification for the project to continue. 
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Step Status Items Delaying Step Responsibility Certifying Agency 

a) ● N/A Applicant N/A 

b) ● N/A Applicant N/A 

c) ▲ 
Need Information 

from Land Registry 
Applicant N/A 

d) ■ 

c),  

Complete Planning 

Board’s requirements 

Applicant Planning Board 

e) ■ 

c), g), h), k), l), 

Complete Planning 

Board’s requirements 

Applicant Planning Board 

f) ■ c), g), h), k), l) Applicant RPA 

g) ■ c) Surveyor N/A 

h) ■ c) Engineer N/A 

i) ■ g), h), k), l) Applicant Division of Finance 

j) ● N/A Applicant N/A 

k) ■ c) Appraiser N/A 

l) ■ c) Appraiser N/A 

m) ● N/A Applicant N/A 

n) ▲ N/A Applicant N/A 

Table 3: Chart for Jobos Bay Acquisition Proposal 

 Legend 
 ● Completed 
 ▲ Started 
 ■ Not Started 
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4.2 Completed and Started Parts 
 
 The team completed parts a), b), and m), and made reasonable progress on part c), but 

did not finish collecting all the requested information. Part a) requests a description of the 

acquisition project. This part was completed first, with the necessary information becoming 

available as the reserve’s unique features and conservation needs were researched. Part a) is 

provided in Appendix B. 

Part b) requires an explanation of the benefits and legal justification for the acquisition. 

The benefits of land acquisition for the reserve were discovered by researching the area, reading 

past management plans and site profiles, and by visiting the reserve and learning about the 

properties from the scientists and volunteers working there. The requirement that asks for the 

legal justification for acquisition refers to the fact that actions taken by the DNER, including land 

acquisition, are justified by the same law that created the DNER in 1972. This law is titled “Ley 

Núm. 23 de 20 de junio de 1972; Ley Orgánica del Departamento de Recursos Naturales y 

Ambientales”, which translates to “Organic Law of the Department of the Environment and 

Natural Resources” and can be found in Appendix R. Parts a) and b) are provided in Appendix 

B. 

 Part m) requires a letter or official document from the Secretary of the DNER, 

authorizing the acquisition project. This letter and similar authorization letters for projects in the 

DNER usually follow a set procedure. The division that needs the letter writes both a memo 

explaining why the project should be approved and a draft letter for the Secretary to sign. This 

draft letter is written with an overview of the project, and then indicates support from the 

Secretary of the DNER. Ms. Delgado suggested that our draft letter be written in both English 

and Spanish. The project team’s version of both draft letters is available in Appendix C. 

 Part j)  requires the applicant to notify the DNER if the land acquisition project requires 

there to be an exchange of land the DNER currently owns. Because this project is not requesting 

any exchange, this portion did not need to be completed. Consequently, this step is marked 

completed in Table 3. 

 The final requirement, part n), is a catch-all clause, requiring that the applicant provide 

any other document necessary for the Real Estate Division to consider the characteristics of each 

case. For this acquisition proposal, the project team was able to provide a map of the areas to be 

acquired, and photographic evidence of the garbage and damage to the mangroves and beaches 
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on the two islands. The map and photographs can be found in Appendix B. It is possible that for 

future acquisition proposals, more information and documentation would be required, but that is 

up to the discretion of the Real Estate Division.  

 Reasonable progress was achieved for part c), which is the requirement that requests the 

names, physical addresses, and the mailing address for all owners of the property to be acquired. 

Although this part was not fully completed, attempts to complete part c) enabled our team to 

learn much more about the potential sources of this information. Property owners for each of the 

properties were discovered from several sources. The cadastral data, provided by Coralys Ortíz, 

listed all of the owners of Sucesión Vazquez. The cadastre is a public register holding the 

ownership information and value of the land, for taxation purposes. Ms. Delgado provided the 

team access to documents relating to Jobos Bay’s management, which ranged from orders for 

fence installations to conference proceedings, from the first years of the reserve’s existence up to 

recent years. Among these documents was a letter from the owner of Isla Pajaros informing the 

DNER of intent to sell. However, this letter was from 2004, so the team was not absolutely 

confident that she was still the owner. Later, during the course of researching parts d), e), f), and 

i), Ms. Mabel Rivera provided the team with a title study on Isla Pajaros, which listed Pajaros as 

having different owners. The owners for Cayo Ratones (Matías) were more difficult to determine 

through the documents available. In order to find more definite information, as well as find 

addresses for each owner, the team consulted the Land Registry office, in Guayama. The office 

in Guayama was consulted because the Guayama office handles land registrations from 

Guayama and the nearby town of Salinas. JBNERR is in both Salinas and Guayama, but the 

properties in question are all in Salinas. In addition to being one and a half hours drive away, the 

Land Registry required about a week in order to find and compile the requested information. 

This in combination with the other difficulties resulted in part c) remaining partially complete. 

Part c) can be found in Appendix B. By using the Land Registry office as a source for this 

information, the team was able to discover many things that will assist future acquisition 

projects, as well as gain insight into the time required for this part of the regulation. 
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4.3 Delayed Parts 
 

 The portions of the acquisition proposal that were not started are parts d), e), f), g), h), i), 

k), and l). Many of the remaining parts were delayed as a result of not having parts g), h), k), and 

l) complete. Parts g) and h) request the surveys and site plans (applicable if buildings are present 

on the property). Parts k) and l) require the appraisal and appraisal report for each property. 

These parts delay the completion of other parts, specifically parts e), and f). Both e) and f) are 

certifications from other agencies, accepting the proposal for land acquisition. These agencies are 

the Planning Board, and the Regulations and Permits Administration (RPA). Both of these 

agencies have multiple requirements that must be satisfied before the certifications are given, and 

among these requirements are the surveys and appraisals for each property. Although these parts 

were delayed, research into the process allowed the team to develop a strong understanding of 

how they work, and how they can be best completed.  

 

4.3.1 Surveys, Appraisals, and Building Plans 
 

 The surveys (part g), appraisals (part k), appraisal reports (part l), and any other 

necessary plans (part h) all add a lot of time delay into the process. In the DNER, surveys and 

appraisals have to be ordered through the Real Estate Department. The applicant for land 

acquisition would request that the Real Estate Department order the surveys and appraisals for 

each property. Because the DNER is a government agency, a bid process is needed which 

extends the time required to complete the surveys and appraisals. Ms. Delgado has had 

experience with ordering surveys and appraisals, and said that an estimate of two to four months 

waiting for the contract to be drawn up, bid on, and signed would not be unreasonable. There 

would also be a wait of around two weeks before the surveys and appraisals would be finished 

and submitted. For this acquisition project, the surveys and appraisals have not yet been 

requested, so the portions of the project dependent on the information from the surveys and 

appraisals were not started either.  

 The surveys must be completed by qualified, licensed professionals that operate in 

compliance with the College of Engineers and Surveyors of Puerto Rico. The surveys must be 

completed for each parcel of land; this would apply to each section that is owned by separate 
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owners. So, depending on the number of parcels per property, the number of surveys performed 

would vary. For Isla Pajaros, there are two parcels of land, each owned by two people. Thus, two 

surveys should be performed for Isla Pajaros. The cadastre for Sucesión Vazquez indicates that 

there are seven parcels of land in Sucesión Vazquez, so seven surveys must be performed for 

Sucesión Vazquez, and according to the information the team was able to collect for Cayo 

Ratones, there is only one owner, and one parcel of land, which would only need one survey. 

The result is 10 total surveys for all the acquisition priorities.  

 The appraisals and appraisal reports to be performed must follow specific guidelines, 

which are laid out in Article VII, Section 3. These guidelines consist of parts a) through k), 

which set very exact requirements for all appraisals and appraisal reports. Parts a) through d) 

specify the licenses that the appraiser must have, and the standards of appraising that should be 

followed. Appraisals must be prepared according to any of the following standards: “Uniform 

Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice”, “Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land 

Acquisitions” or any guides approved by the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers. All 

contracts for appraisals or appraisal reports must include a clause requiring that the previously 

mentioned standards are followed. Part e) is a list of all information that must, at minimum, be 

included in the appraisal. Parts f) through k) explain the Appraisal review process that must be 

followed, and processes that should occur if the reviewer reaches a different conclusion as to the 

value of the land. Similarly to parts g) and h) of Article VII, Section 1, the appraisals and 

appraisal reports must be prepared for each parcel of land. This would result in 10 appraisals, and 

10 appraisal reports.  

Part h) is more uncertain, because it is unclear if there is a need for site plans to be 

performed. The regulation asked for “Any other plan that is necessary according to the particular 

characteristics of the real estate property to be acquired and prepared by licensed professionals 

authorized, under existing laws” to satisfy part h). Because this portion of the law does not 

specify the situation that would necessitate other plans, and there are no buildings or other 

structures present on the lands to be acquired presently, no plans to satisfy part h) are planned for 

the current acquisition proposal.  
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4.3.2 Part e): Planning Board Certification 
 

 Part e) of the acquisition proposal was not completed due to time restraints, and because 

the surveys and appraisals had not been conducted. The Real Estate Division had previously 

informed the project team that the certifications from the Planning Board and the RPA both 

required completed and recent surveys and appraisals for each property, which had not been 

requested yet. Despite not being started, the team researched the requirements of this part. Ms. 

Mabel Rivera gave the team several documents from the Planning Board that explain the 

requirements for receiving the certifications for parts d) and e). The requirements for receiving 

the Certification from the Planning Board include filling out forms JP-31A, (Anejo) I, form JP-

CED, and requests many additional letters of approval, documents verifying ownership, aerial 

photographs, and even a CD with a geographic representation of the project drawn up. The 

Planning Board released several documents that assist applicants in understanding the 

requirements, since they are rather complex. One such document, titled “Instrucciones para la 

preparación del Expediente en papel: Consultas de Ubicación (Públicas y Privadas)” lists the 

materials that an applicant must submit in order to receive a Certification from the Planning 

Board and can be found in Appendix F. This guide is for all Consultas de Ubicación, which 

translates to ‘Location Query’. This is a general guide that applies to many projects submitted to 

the Planning Board. Another document, “Transacciones de Terrenos,” explains that in cases 

where proposal submissions to the Planning Board are not covered by the general project 

proposal regulations, the applicant can follow the “Transacciones de Terrenos” document to 

submit a project to the Planning Board for approval. This document can be found in Appendix D.  

The following is an abbreviated translation of the document “Instrucciones para la 

preparación del Expediente en papel: Consultas de Ubicación (Publicas y Privadas)”, which 

applies to general project proposals.  

 

In a legal size binder, include the following documents pursuant to this order: 

1. JP-31A Original Form 
2. Original Explanatory Memorial 
3. Evidence of Ownership 
4. Original version of the Owner Authorization Letter 
5. Resolutions adopted by the Board or by ARPE 
6. Copies of the agreements and plans approved by ARPE  
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7. Letter from the Department of Housing describing social implications if applicable 
8. Endorsement Letter from the Department of Health 
9. Letter from the Environmental Quality Board indicating compliance with the 

Environmental Public Policy Act 
10. Letter of evidence from the agency who owns the land, indicating that access is available. 
11. Evidence of notification to the landowner if lands are private 
12. JP-CED Form signed by the proposer and/or representative  
13. Any other additional information 

 

In a legal size manila folder, include the following documents pursuant to this order: 

1. Topographic Quadrangle 
2. Zoning Map 
3. Cadastral map from the CRIM 
4. Map of the estate or property to be developed  
5. Graphic representation of the Proposal, duly signed  
6. One (1) Color Aerial Photo 1:10,000 
7. Environmental Form and/or Environmental Assessment 
8. Economic Feasibility Study  
9. Maps of Measurement (Surveys) 
10. CD with project information 

(Planning Board, 2008) 
 

The requirements in the “Transacciones de Terrenos” document match this list in many 

ways, asking for the JP-31A form, an explanatory memo, evidence of ownership and many other 

documents that were mentioned in the previous list. The “Transacciones de Terrenos” document 

differs in that it not only lists the requirements, but also details exactly what needs to be done for 

each requirement. For the explanatory memo, a description of the proposed work, cost, source of 

funds, purpose, justification, service offered, size of the land involved, land owner and address, 

current use of the land, and many other details must be included. The document continues to 

describe step by step what is necessary for each requirement, which makes this “Transacciones 

de Terrenos” document very valuable for an acquisition proposal, even if the general proposal 

regulations apply and are used. Although similar for several requirements, the “Transacciones de 

Terrenos” document’s requirements are also different at points. An abbreviated translation of the 

document follows: 
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Submit the following documents in a portfolio, in addition to a CD created using the Publisher 
Program provided by the Planning Board: 
 
JP-31A form 
Explanatory Memorandum 
Evidence of Ownership, or 
Evidence that Owning Agency has granted permission for access to property 
Evidence that the Landowner has been notified (If Private) 
Authorization Letter from the Director of the Agency (if land owned by public agency) 
Cadastral map of the current CRIM indicating the exact location. 
1:20,000 scale topographic quadrangles illustrating the exact location of the land 
Map of Measurements (Survey) 
Polygon – see instructions for preparing Polygon 
1:10,000 scale aerial photo to locate the property 
Lambert coordinates, Datum, NAD83, revision 1997 
JP-CED form 
(Planning Board, 2008) 

 

All explanations of the requirements were removed, in order to identify concisely the Planning 

Board’s requirements that to be addressed. It is evident from all of these documents that this 

portion of the acquisition project may be time consuming.  

 

4.3.3 Part d) 
 

 Part d) asks for a Certification from the Planning Board of Puerto Rico, to verify whether 

or not a project has been submitted to the Planning Board by the current landowner. To assist the 

team’s understanding of this part, The Real Estate Division gave a document from the Planning 

Board entitled “Requisitos para las Solicitudes de Reaperturas y Enmiendas a Consultas de 

Ubicación”, which translates to “Requirements for Requests to Reopen or make Amendments to 

Location Inquiries”. The project submission is a ‘Consulta de Ubicación’ for the Planning Board, 

and the process of finding out if the current owner has anything submitted is the ‘request to 

reopen or amend’. This latter document is a guideline for submitting the request, and a list of 

what documents are necessary. The first section of the requirement is an explanatory 

memorandum that includes all general aspects of the project, including the project’s plan for the 

management of the land and water usages. The second piece of information required is evidence 

of ownership of the property, which must be notarized or certified to be accurate. Furthermore, 
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there must be a letter of authorization stating intent to sell from the original landowner. In 

addition, a graphical representation of the land area is requested, with planned roads, and/or 

house lots that may be planned for the area. Additionally, the surveyors and draftsmen must 

provide their license numbers so their credentials can be confirmed. The final requirement is to 

submit all these documents in PDF format on a compact disc.  

 

4.3.4 Parts i), and f) 
 

 Part i) requires a Certification from the Division of Finance in the DNER. This 

Certification is obtained when the applicant submits a request to the Division of Finance to 

verify the availability of funds needed for the acquisition. This part was not completed simply 

because this should be among the final steps in the process. The final part, f), is more involved 

and time consuming. This final part requests that the applicant obtain a Resolution from the 

RPA, which indicates approval for the acquisition proposal and registers the property in the 

DNER’s name. Ms. Rivera gave the requirements for part f) to the team in our meeting on April 

13th. In order to receive the Resolution from the RPA, nearly every other completed part, plus 

many other requirements, must be submitted to the RPA. These requirements include submitting 

a copy of the letters informing each property owner of the DNER’s acquisition project, copies of 

the surveys and appraisals, and cadastral information. Once part f) is completed, this Resolution 

registers the land in the DNER’s name and approves the acquisition project.  

4.4 Recommendations for Future Land Acquisitions 
 

 The first step in creating recommendations for future land acquisition projects was to 

analyze all parts of Article VII, Section 1. To explain the process of completing parts a) through 

n) of Article VII, Section 1, the project team researched each part and developed an 

understanding of the relationships between each part. By talking with several people in the 

DNER, reading regulations, and in some cases, trial and error, a working understanding of the 

regulation was reached. This understanding is represented by a Critical Path Method (CPM) 

chart. CPM charts are designed to show the intended order of completion of a project, and which 

path is the critical path. The critical path is that which controls the final outcome of a project. For 

this project, certain parts must be completed before others, but these relationships were not 
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immediately clear from the organization of the law or from the details in the regulation. 

Therefore a CPM was created detailing these dependencies in Figure 16 by the arrows leading to 

other sections. When an arrow points from one part to another, this indicates that the part must 

be complete before the following one is started. Two paths that emerged from our research are 

depicted in Figure 16. These two paths can progress independently until the final part. The 

critical path, or path that has the most effect on the progress of the process, is the flow on the 

right, starting at c), continuing down through g), h), k), l), and going down to f). This path is 

delineated by its red arrows. Any delays among the parts in this path will slow the progress of 

the entire project. The left path, from a) and b) to f) is the path with the most completed parts. 

 

 
Figure 16: Critical Path Method Chart (CPM) 
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4.4.1 Parts a), b), and c) 
 

 The following recommendations for future land acquisition proposals in the DNER have 

been compiled with a mind towards timely completion of the land acquisition process. These 

sections will follow the optimal order for completion, as outlined by the CPM Chart. Parts a), b), 

and c) are the recommended place to start the acquisition process. These are relatively simple to 

complete. Part a) asks for a description of the project. This should include a description of the 

acquisition project, and of the area to be acquired. The applicant should be able to describe 

exactly the location of the land, the plants and animals that live on the property, and any other 

relevant details. The next part requests an explanation of the benefits offered by acquisition. An 

explanation of the benefits should mention the value contained within the proposed property. 

This value could be ecological, if the land provides several different habitats or if it protects 

ecologically important areas. Other ways the land could offer benefits include assisting 

conservation or restoration efforts. The same Part b) also requires a mention of the legal 

justification for land acquisition. The legal justification for all land acquisition proposals in the 

DNER can be found in Ley 23, of 1972, which created the DNER.  

Part c) requests a list of owners’ names, physical addresses, and mailing address, and is 

the most critical of these beginning parts because it affects the ability of the applicant to 

complete several other parts. Part c) must be completed before parts d), e), f), g), h), k), and l). 

The recommended procedure for completion of part c) is to request the information about land-

owners from the Land Registry Office. The Land Registry Office, while it can provide extremely 

valuable information, has many procedural requirements that can hold up the acquisition process 

if the applicant is not prepared. There are multiple Land Registry Offices in municipalities 

throughout Puerto Rico, which can be responsible for several nearby municipalities. The Puerto 

Rico Department of Justice website supplies a list of the Land Registry Offices, their locations, 

and the municipalities they serve. To request information from the Land Registry, the applicant 

should have a letter requesting the assistance of the office. This letter would identify the land to 

be acquired, the information needed from the office, and also should identify the applicant as 

working for the Puerto Rican Government. This would allow the applicant to avoid charges. 

Each letter can only request information for once parcel of land; if more than one parcel of land 

is part of the proposal, as was for this team’s acquisition project, there need to be several letters 
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submitted. The division responsible for the acquisition proposal should also be aware of the fact 

that the Land Registry Office needs one to two weeks to put together the requested information. 

The Land Registry Office is able to provide not just names, physical addresses and mailing 

addresses, but also the locations of neighboring properties, a description of the land, and zoning 

information. All of this additional information can be valuable for many subsequent parts.  

 

4.4.2 Parts d), g), h), k), and l) 
 

 Once parts a), b), and c) are complete, several other parts can be started. Parts d), g), h), 

k), and l) are all placed in the second level of the flow chart because they require ownership 

information, and must follow after part c), and because their completion allows many other parts 

to be started. The survey, appraisal, appraisal report, and building plan should be requested as 

soon as possible because they can take a lot of time to complete. These surveys would be 

performed for a government agency, so there are many additional steps. In the DNER, the 

normal procedure for ordering surveys, appraisals, and building plans would be through the Real 

Estate Division. The division would draw up contracts for each plan needed, and then the 

contracts would go through a bidding process. Ms. Delgado’s experience with surveys and other 

plans lead her to believe that the contracting procedures can take two to four months. The 

estimated remaining time for the surveys and other plans to be submitted is two weeks after the 

date that the contracts are finalized. The contracts for parts g), h), k), and l) must be carefully 

drawn up, to make sure that the surveys, appraisals, appraisal reports, and building plans comply 

with the requirements in the “Reglamento para la Adquisición de Bienes Inmuebles y Derechos 

Reales del Departamento de Recursos Naturales y Ambientales”. Section 3 of Article VII of the 

law relates specifically to the appraisal requirements, and should carefully be referenced when 

contracting for appraisals, to make certain that the appraisals will be sufficient for the proposal’s 

acceptance.  

 It is also recommended that part d) be started at around the same time as the surveys and 

other plans are contracted. Part d) does not require surveys or other plans to be completed before 

the part can be started. Part d) asks that the applicant find out if the owners of the property have 

development proposals currently submitted to the Planning Board, and if they do, the applicant 

must obtain a copy of the Certification that resulted from the project proposal (the decision of the 
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Planning Board). This project team recommends that future acquisition proposals follow the 

“Requisitos para las Solicitudes de Reaperturas y Enmiendas a Consultas de Ubicación”, which 

translates to “Requirements for Requests to Reopen or make Amendments to Location 

Inquiries”. This document neatly explains the documents needed to be completed in order to 

obtain this Certification.  

 

4.4.3 Parts e), f), i), j), m), & n) 
 

 The following parts, e), i), j), m), and n) follow in the flow chart, and are the next 

recommended to be completed. In order to complete parts e) and f) which request Certifications 

from the Planning Board and the RPA, all surveys, appraisals, and other plans must be 

completed. Part e) should be started as soon as the surveys appraisals and plans are complete. 

Part e) is the second of the two Certifications required from the Planning Board. This 

Certification requested for part e) is essentially the approval of the Planning Board for the 

acquisition project. Several forms must be completed and submitted to the Planning Board. For 

future acquisition proposals, it is recommended to follow one of the two documents released by 

the Planning Board that explain the requirements. These two documents, “Instrucciones para la 

preparación del Expediente en papel: Consultas de Ubicación (Públicas y Privadas)” and 

“Transacciones de Terrenos,” have similar requirements. The first document applies to general 

proposals, and the second can be used if the general requirements do not apply to the proposal. 

The general procedure document does not explain every step, only lists the steps. If the latter 

document is followed, which applies to proposals that do not fall under the general procedures, 

the explanations for each step can be very helpful. Figure 17outlines what is required by both 

documents, graphically showing the two ways part e) can be completed. As shown, both 

documents have several overlapping requirements, which is why an applicant should use the 

explanations that are included in the “Transacciones de Terrenos” document even if working to 

complete the requirements in the “Instrucciones para la preparación del Expediente en papel: 

Consultas de Ubicación (Públicas y Privadas)” document. 
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Figure 17: Part e): Planning Board Requirements for Certification 
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 Both processes require the forms JP-31A, Anejo I, as well as other forms. JP-31A is a 

form that requests general information about the project, including sources of funding, and the 

type of regulating provisions that will be in use. JP-31A is included in Appendix N and O. JP-

31A is a general document, not specific to land acquisition projects from the DNER, and so has 

check boxes for the type of applicant ranging from residential to industrial projects. Under each 

type of project is included a number of subcategories. If the project is proposing a commercial 

retail store, a section underneath that title asks for the square meters of retail area, storage area, 

and even asks the allotted parking spaces. Because this form continues with such detailed 

questions throughout the document, it would take time and assistance from staff in the Planning 

Board to understand the parts of this document that are applicable and required to complete a 

land acquisition proposal. Anejo I is another form that is also required in order to obtain the 

Certification from the Planning Board. This form asks the source for funding the acquisition and 

information about the size of the building (if there are any on the property being purchased), and 

capacity of land being bought. In order to complete the Anejo I form, two additional documents 

must be included. The two documents that need to be included with the form are the 

Certificación de la Radicación de la Consulta de Transacción y/o Ubicación, and the 

Certificación de la Intención de Adquisición de los Terrenos, which translate to ‘Certification of 

Filing for Transaction Query’ and ‘Certification of Intent for Land Acquisition’ respectively. As 

evident from all of these required documents, Part e) will take significant time to complete, and 

should be started immediately after the surveys are complete.  

 Part i) is a Certification from the Division of Finance in the DNER, verifying the 

availability of funds to carry out the acquisition process. This Certification would be obtained 

once the information is requested from the Division of Finance. This part is one of the last to be 

completed in the Figure 16 flow chart. This is because part i) requires little time, and has no sub-

requirements. Part j)  requires that the applicant inform the Real Estate Division if the acquisition 

necessitates a swap. This part also requires that the registration data for the land to be swapped 

be provided to the Real Estate Division. If the acquisition requires a swap, the land that would be 

traded from the DNER should be included in the requests for part c). This would provide the 

registration data, as well as the cadastral information for the property, which would allow the 

Real Estate Division to identify the parcels to be traded. Part m) requires that the applicant 

receive a letter of approval from the Secretary of the DNER. In order to receive this letter, it is 
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recommended that the applicant write a memo and a draft letter for the Secretary to sign if he 

approves the acquisition. Parts m), j) , and i) must be completed prior to part f). 

 As shown in Figure 16, Part f) should be the last portion of the acquisition proposal 

completed by the applicant. Part f) of the regulation asks that the applicant obtain a Resolution 

from the RPA, authorizing the acquisition proposal. This resolution would register the property 

in the DNER’s name. In order to receive this resolution, the applicant must submit a lot of 

information to the RPA. The approval from the DNER Secretary, the surveys appraisals and 

plans, the cadastral information, as well as a letter informing the owner of the acquisition 

proposal must all be submitted to the RPA. After every part, including part f) is finished, the 

requested documents can be submitted to the Real Estate Division. The Real Estate Division then 

has the responsibility to complete the acquisition, or to inform the applicant of reasons for denial, 

within 15 days. 

 

4.5 Summary 

 
 The team’s accomplishments include completing four parts of the Land Acquisition 

Proposal for Jobos Bay, and starting an additional two parts. Completing these parts of the 

acquisition involved in depth research in the DNER, as well as research and interviews 

conducted at Jobos Bay. Furthermore, recommendations for future Land Acquisition Proposals, 

including explanations for completing each part were compiled. The CPM in Figure 16 

graphically shows the recommended order for completion for each part. These recommendations 

were a result of the team’s experiences completing the Land Acquisition Proposal, as well as a 

result of research into the processes. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 
 

 In recent years, the care of the environment and the world’s natural resources has become 

increasingly important. As a result of global climate change, natural resource depletion, and 

natural disasters, protecting the remaining resources available has become ever more important. 

This is one of the reasons that the mission of the DNER in Puerto Rico is so valuable. The 

DNER’s mission is to: 

“Proteger, conservar y administrar los recursos naturales y ambientales del 
país de forma balanceada para garantizar a las próximas generaciones su 
disfrute y estimular una mejor calidad de vida.” 
 

The English translation of this mission is: 

“Protect, conserve, and administer to the natural resources and the 
environment of the country in a balanced way to guarantee the enjoyment of 
these to the next generation and to stimulate a better quality of life.” 

 

 Protecting the natural reserves of Puerto Rico preserves many unique natural areas that 

might otherwise be threatened and struggling. Jobos Bay demonstrates the value of the work 

done by the DNER. The importance of Jobos Bay stems from both the incentives for 

communities to build around estuaries, as well as the services performed by the coral reefs and 

mangrove forests in protecting the area from storms and waves. The environmental impact of 

development around or near estuaries can threaten coastal habitats. Development of the islands 

that ring Jobos Bay can have negative impacts on the water quality, and can damage the coral 

reefs and mangrove forests.  

 To protect Jobos Bay, and to prevent commercial development of the areas around the 

Bay, the acquisition of Sucesión Vazquez, Isla Pajaros, and Cayo Ratones (Matias) is currently a 

priority for the reserve managers. An obstacle to these acquisitions is that the Regulation for 

Land Acquisition in the DNER was passed recently, and the acquisition procedures are not yet 

well known by the agency.  

 This project worked to complete parts of the proposal for land acquisition in Jobos Bay, 

and to create guidelines and recommendations for future land acquisition proposals in the DNER. 

Researching the DNER procedures, interviewing experts in the DNER and from Jobos Bay, and 

visiting and photographing the Jobos Bay acquisition priorities allowed the project team to 

complete several parts of the acquisition proposal. Developing an understanding of the bay and 
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the environmental importance of the area was critical to completing parts a), b), and m). The 

damage evident on the islands adds credence to the acquisition proposal, and urgency to the 

acquisition project. Completion of these parts will give the Jobos Bay Acquisition Proposal a 

strong starting point, with extensive background information available. Additionally, the team 

compiled recommendations for future land acquisition proposals being completed by applicants 

within the DNER. The recommendations were created through research of the processes and 

requirements necessary to complete all the parts of the proposal. The experiences from this 

team’s efforts to complete the proposal also allowed the recommendations to be expanded with 

additional explanations. The intent of these guidelines is to assist future land acquisition 

proposals,  allow them to progress more smoothly and assist the DNER in their vision of 

protecting the valuable natural resources of Puerto Rico. 

 

5.1 Future Work 
 

 This project shows many opportunities for future work with the DNER, in areas related to 

this acquisition regulation, as well as in other areas that can assist the DNER’s management of 

the reserve.  

 As mentioned by Ms. Delgado, one project that would improve reserve management 

would be an exploration of exact boundaries, and an analysis of all conflicting boundary 

information. The boundaries for some reserves are unclear, which can cause land use conflicts, 

and make it difficult for rangers to protect the reserve. Additionally, land ownership disputes can 

result from unclear boundaries. Exploring the situations that cause unclear boundaries, and 

determining the exact legal boundary for a reserve would improve the DNER’s ability to manage 

the reserves. The boundary determination project, however, if not narrowed to a specific reserve, 

could be difficult because of the huge quantity of information that would need to be reconciled. 

Working with a single reserve would greatly decrease the difficulty. Clarifying boundaries of a 

single reserve would allow the project team to work with reserve managers to clarify boundaries, 

as well as  decrease the amount of information that the team would be responsible for analyzing. 

For a boundary clarification project, working closely with the reserve managers, the DNER Real 

Estate Division, and staff in the Land Registry Office would allow the team the best access to the 

information needed. 
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 There are several possible projects to continue the work started by this IQP team. These 

projects could include an expansion of the recommendations created by this team, by researching 

several parts whose requirements are not completely clear. The three parts that relate to the 

Planning Board and the RPA regulations, parts d), e), and f), can benefit from more research and 

explanation. The guidelines from the Planning Board, while extremely useful and descriptive, 

leave several requirements unexplained. A project to explain the remainder of the acquisition 

proposal process would continue the work started by this team.  

 Another project continuing the work in acquisition would be the completion of a full 

acquisition proposal. While finishing the land acquisition process, it is understood that there will 

be several unexpected obstacles. These obstacles may be in the form of unknown requirements, 

or procedural delays within the different organizations involved in the process. As shown by the 

graph of requirements to complete part e), the applicant must work with many organizations, 

whose regulations and procedures are yet unknown. For future projects to expand the 

recommendations for land acquisition proposals, working closely with the Real Estate Division 

would allow the greatest access to useful information,  documents and knowledge from the 

department most experienced with land acquisition. 
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Appendix A: Library of Acronyms 
 

CZMA - Coastal Zone Management Act 

CZMP - Coastal Zone Management Program 

DNER - Department of Natural and Environmental Resources 

DRNA – Departamento de Recursos Naturales y Ambientales 

JBNERR - Jobos Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve 

NEC - Northeast Ecological Corridor 

NERR - National Estuarine Research Reserve 

NOAA - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

OCRM -Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Program 

PREPA - Puerto Rico Environmental Policy Act 

RPA - Regulations and Permits Administration 

SWMP - System Wide Monitoring Plan 

USFWS - United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
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Appendix B: Completed and Started Parts 

Parts a) & b): Description of Project and Legal Justification 
 

 Jobos Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve (JBNERR) is located on the southern 

coast of Puerto Rico, east of Ponce. The reserve is located in both the Salinas and Guayama 

municipalities, and encompasses 2,800 acres of land. JBNERR protects many unique natural 

elements, including mangrove forests, evergreen woodlands, mud flats, salt flats, sea grass beds 

and coral reefs. Additionally, many threatened and endangered species live in the reserve. Those 

species include birds, fish, and mammals who live in the reserve, or who may use the reserve for 

only part of the year. These creatures are able to reside in the reserve because of the varied 

habitats available. The mangrove roots or coral reefs can be used as nursing grounds, leaving the 

bay area for mature fish. Both mangrove forests and coral reefs are protected ecosystems and 

extremely valuable to Puerto Rico in their own way. 

 The boarding town of Aguirre is designated as a Historic District because of the 

remarkable history of the area. The area has been used as a Taínos settlement, farmland, and a 

sugar production town. Aguirre was the first “company town” in Puerto Rico, meaning a town 

built by the sugar refining company for its employees. Then in 1981, the Jobos Bay reserve was 

designated as a National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR), through a partnership with the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). This reserve was placed on the old 

Aguirre Sugar Mill, thus adding to Aguirre’s already impressive history. 

 As a research reserve, JBNERR conducts a System-wide Monitoring Program (SWMP), 

as well as offers competitive grants for masters and doctorate students to conduct research 

focused on coastal management. The monitoring program conducts testing throughout the 

reserve, cataloging information about water quality changes, such as salinity and temperature, 

which reflects upon the health of the environment. The grants are also an important part of the 

research done at Jobos Bay. Through offering these grants, the reserve receives valuable 

information from the research the students perform, and the students can gain practical research 

experience. Based on information that comes from the grant research and from the monitoring 

program, the reserve managers have up to date knowledge about the status of the ecosystem, and 

can make the best decisions to protect the area. 
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 In order to improve their ability to protect the area, the DRNA has selected three areas 

around the reserve as priorities for acquisition. These priorities include the land parcel known as 

Sucesión Vazquez, which contains mangrove forests and salt flats, as well as Cayo Ratones and 

Isla Pajaros, just outside of the bay. The expansion to include the parcel behind the visitor’s 

center in Aguirre will allow better access to the bay, and will provide visitors a more diverse 

educational and recreational experience. The islands both support mangrove growth, and are 

fringed by coral reefs. By expanding the boundaries of the reserve, the JBNERR will be able to 

protect the salt flats, mangroves, lagoons, and other wetlands of the areas. These areas are 

habitats for a large number of species, including the endangered Brown Pelican and West Indian 

Manatee, and by gaining control over these areas, the reserve managers will be better able to 

ensure that these species have a home. 

 The varied ecosystems that can be found in the islands, the bay, and in the land around 

the bay area offer incredible benefits to the JBNERR. The ecological importance of the reserve 

area stems from the variety of natural ecosystems. The mangrove forests in the reserve cover 400 

Hectares, which amounts to 42.6% of all the mangrove forests on the southern coast of Puerto 

Rico. Because such a large portion of the valuable forest lies within the reserve boundaries, this 

establishes the Jobos Bay Reserve as “a site of unique ecological value” (Laboy, 2002). The 

mangrove forests cover 25% of the reserve area, making it a dominant habitat type in the reserve. 

Three types of mangrove forests can be found in the reserve; basin, fringe, and overwash forests, 

which develop in areas with different degrees of saltwater saturation. Mangroves are some of the 

limited number of plants that thrive in soil saturated by salty or brackish water, which explains 

why they cover such an extensive area of the reserve. Just inland from the mangrove forests are 

salt flats, and hyper saline lagoons. These salt flats and lagoons allow the growth of salt-tolerant 

species like saltwort and sea purslane. 

 Coral reefs are also very important ecological features of the Jobos Bay Estuary. Coral 

reefs are amazing communities of marine life. Most of the coral reefs in JBNERR are linear 

reefs, which are mostly located along the outer edge of the Cayos de Barca and Cayos de Caribe. 

The linear reefs are also oriented parallel to the bay’s shore. Coral reefs offer many benefits to 

the many animals and plants that make the area their home. They can protect the coastline from 

strong waves during storms and hurricanes. Coral reefs also alter the direction and speed of 
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ocean currents, which allows the growth of plant and animal communities associated with the 

reef. 

 The properties that the DNER would like to acquire offer many benefits for the JBNERR. 

Sucesión Vazquez is 92.64 acres behind the visitor’s center to the reserve. The parcel behind the 

visitor’s center offers an additional buffer area, and the opportunity for the reserve to better 

manage the variety of mangrove forests and salt flats that make up the property. The land is a 

very important ecological area for the varied habitats it provides for many protected species. It 

also allows better access to the bay for visitors to the reserve. The area of wetlands behind the 

visitor center has the only coastal access into Jobos Bay that is not mangrove forests. The 

location of the parcel is also adjacent to the Aguirre State Forest, in addition to being right next 

to the JBNERR boundaries. By including the Sucesión Vazquez lands, the DNER will establish a 

biological corridor connecting the two protected areas. 

The two islands, Ratones and Pajaros are covered in mangrove forests, as well as ringed 

by coral reefs. The 2005 extension of the boundaries lengthened the boarder to include water one 

mile from the coastline of the islands. These islands are also protected areas, and have no access 

or development opportunities, despite the fact that they are privately owned. The DNER already 

owns 4 of the 7 Cayos de Barca, and the acquisition of the other islands is a priority. The former 

owner of Isla Pajaros, Sra. Ines Nadal, had written a letter in 2004 to the DNER announcing 

intent to sell the property. The current landowners, Jose Luis Figueroa, Maria de los Angeles 

Casas, Arnaldo palmer Lopez and Rosa Elena Figuero were determined by a title study 

performed by the L.J.N. Title Search Company in 2008. The landowner of Cayo Ratones 

(Matias) was determined after the visit to the island, when a sign declared the island to be 

property of Sr. Alvarado and encouraged visitors to call him for tours and activities. The Cayos 

La Barca are owned by C.R. Caribbean Realty Corp. and have been advertised for sale and 

development. Because of this development pressure, and because of their importance as a part of 

the arc of coral reefs outside of the bay, the DNER would like to purchase the property to ensure 

their protection. This desire is fueled by the fact that the islands are already littered with garbage, 

and makeshift structures that are built into mangrove trees. Both of these actions are highly 

illegal and are damaging the integrity of the bay. The garbage is particularly troublesome as it 

eventually makes its way out with the tides and pollutes the waters. 
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 Occasionally when the purchase of land for a park or nature reserve is proposed, those 

opposed will claim that putting aside land prevents development, as well as costs money. The 

costs of conservation are immediately evident, and include the cost of buying the land, and the 

lost tax revenue once the land is no longer privately owned. However, the benefits of land 

conservation can substantially outweigh the costs. As explained in the 2009 Economic Benefits 

of Parks and Open Space report published by the Trust for Public Land, the benefits can come 

from various sources. Lost property taxes can usually be recovered within a few years because 

the property value of the surrounding areas will increase due to the creation of the park or nature 

reserve. As an example, Chicago’s Millennium Park was paid for in part by the increased 

property tax revenue on the nearby homes whose value went up after the creation of the park. 

 More importantly for the conservation of an area like Jobos Bay is the cost of replacing 

the services performed by natural systems. This refers to the natural services like climate 

regulation, clean air, storm buffer zones, and many others. Coral reefs, watersheds, and flood 

plains are all incredibly valuable in mitigating the effects of storms and flooding. A specific 

example of the dollar value that natural services have is clear in a 2002 study performed by the 

Trust for Public Land and the American Water Works Association. The study of 27 water 

suppliers showed that the more forest cover a watershed has, the less the water treatment costs. 

This service comes from the forest’s ability to cleanse the water. Roots can filter the water, 

plants and algae consume nutrients and bacteria decompose organic material, all of which would 

have to be removed through filtration systems without nature’s contribution. Another service that 

nature performs is storm damage control. This includes flood plains, which can be flooded 

without excess damage to the area, as well as coral reefs, which control the impact of waves 

from storms. 

 A report by Robert Costanza “The Value of the World’s Ecosystem Services and Natural 

Capital” attempted to estimate the value of all the services performed by natural resources, if 

they were to be either restored or replaced, such as replacing wetlands with water filtration 

plants. The estimation was $33 trillion US each year. These services range from slowing water 

currents, to filtering excess minerals out of the water supply. This estimation clearly points out 

the large contribution that ecosystems make to human wellbeing. 

When the costs of purchasing the land are compared with the lost benefits of the natural 

ecosystems, the creation of a nature reserve seems less costly and more cost-saving. The coral 
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reefs and mangrove forests of the 3 areas around Jobos Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve 

are an important part of the ecosystem in the bay, and if these areas are not protected, negative 

effects on the related areas and habitats will be difficult to curb. This could require more funds to 

battle the effects of the pollution, which over time could become greater than initial cost of 

acquiring the lands. The acquisition of these 3 priority areas will go far in ensuring the continued 

conservation and protection of the JBNERR. 

 The legal justification for this acquisition project is found in Ley Núm 23 de 20 de junio 

de 1972 Ley Orgánica del Departamento de Recursos Naturales y Ambientales. This law, which 

created the DNER, gives it the right to purchase land to help accomplish its goals. 
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Part c): Names, Physical Addresses, and partial mailing addresses of all parties 

interested in acquisition 

Isla Pajaros: 

Jose Luis Figueroa 

Rosa Elena Figuroa 

Maria de Los Angeles Casas 

Arnaldo Palmer Lopez 

Cayo Ratones: 

Sr. Alvarado 

Sucesión Vazquez: 

Sucn Cruz Melendez Gonzalez- PO Box 492, Aguirre, PR 00707 

Martinez Melendez Francisco, Salinas, PR 00751 

Colon Soto Guadalupe, Salinas, PR 00751 

Frazer Thomas B, Salinas, PR 00751 

Autoridad de Tierras de PR, PO Box 9745, San Juan, PR 00908 

Corp Azucarera de PR, Aguirre, PR 00704 

Ponce y Guayama Railroad Co, Salinas, PR 00751 
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Part n): Images from the Team’s Visit to the Acquisition Lands 
 

Photos of Sucesión Vazquez 
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Photos of Garbage Sites on Cayo Ratones 
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Photos of Garbage Sites on Isla Pajaros 
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Appendix C: Part m): Letter from the Secretary of the DNER 
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Appendix D: Planning Board Guide: Transacción de Terrenos 
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Appendix E: Land Transactions (Translation) 
 
The cases of land transactions that should be filed with the Board are those not covered between 

Delegations to the Regulations and Permits Administration (ARPE), by specific resolution of the 

Planning Board.  

In these cases, submit the following documents in a portfolio according to instructions are 

attached and also recorded on a Compact Disc in original (CD) using Publisher Program 

provided by the Planning Board:  

 

JP-31 Form-A including Schedule 1 duly signed in original and legal size (8 ½ "x 14"). You 

must complete each of the boxes of the new form, if not please indicate it applies N / A.  

 

Explanatory memorandum duly signed including: a description of the proposed work, cost and 

source of funds for its construction, purpose, justification and service to be offered by the work 

proposal; accommodate approximately land involved, land owner and his address; use which are 

currently engaged in these fields, in construction of roads or streets, report width Production total 

servitude and, if required land acquisition, information about the place themselves. Available 

infrastructure (water, electricity, sewage, roads, etc.).. Zoning of land. The project to be 

discussed in line with current regulations, plans Land Use and shall indicate the benefit deriving 

from the Community to the project.  

 

Evidence of ownership (when the proponent agency owns the land) notarized and / or certified 

and signed. In cases of inheritance, shall submit a copy of the Declaration of Heirs. (As Evidence 

of ownership may bring any of the following documents if they are notarized, certified and 

signed: Deed of Sale, Certificate of Registration of Property Purchase Option Agreement and / or 

Lease Agreement or Certification of the Chief of the Agency or Mayor in describing the ground 

and indicate that they are owners of the land in question).  

 

If the custodian of the land, must submit evidence that the agency owns them access available.  

 

Evidence that notified the owner of the land if they were private.  
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Authorization Letter from the Director of the Agency owned land in the case of land evidence 

that public or notified to the owner if the land was private.  

 

Cadastral map of the current CRIM indicating the exact location. (Submit Sheet Complete) 

Zoning Map or current rating (if the property is zoned) indicating the location accurate. (Submit 

Sheet Complete) 

 

 1:20,000 scale topographic quadrangles - Illustrating the exact location of the land involved, 

including the exact mileage of road (if the project is facing a road) or other points of reference to 

facilitate the identification of the site.  

 

Map of Measurements - Setting neighboring directions, distance and place of the land involved, 

existing structures in the same (if any), access and adjoining. Must contain the numbers licenses 

and full names of the professionals (draftsman, surveyor, engineer, etc.) that involved in the 

preparation thereof.  

 

Polygon - The digital map should consist of an area forming a closed geometric figure (Closed 

polygon). The formats to be used are: DWG and DXF. (See instructions for preparing Polygon)  

 

1:10,000 scale aerial photo to locate the property subject of the transaction.  

 

Lambert coordinates, Datum, NAD83, revision 1997 (noted on the form JP-31-A). JP-CED Form 

Certification of Representative or Owner of the paper documents are identical to digital.  

NOTES  

1) Any document or plan to be submitted should include the license numbers and full names 

professionals (draftsman, surveyor, engineer, etc.) who participated in the preparation thereof  

 

2) There shall be filed and will be returned to any request that is not accompanied by the 

documents required above.  
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3) Any application relating to a tract of land located in a Municipality with Permit Office, under 

the Convention for the Transfer of existing hierarchies, must be filed with that Office. 
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Appendix F: Planning Board Guide: Requisitos para las Solicitudes de 
Reaperturas y Enmiendas a Consultas de Ubicación  
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Appendix G: Requirements for request for reopening and Amendments to 
Inquiries Location (Translation)  

 

In these cases there will be only one (1) set of the following documents in a (briefcase??) and a 

legal size manila envelope digitized on a CD in PDF format. 

 

JP-31 –A Form duly signed original and legal size (8 ½ "x 14") found on the website 

(www.jp.gobierno.pr). You must complete each of the boxes of the new form, when they do not 

apply you must indicate with N / A. 

 

(Schedule/Form/Anejo) 1 should be duly signed and in legal size (8 ½ "x 14"). This applies only 

to projects that involve Transaction of Public Lands. 

 

Explanatory memorandum, duly signed, that includes: Type of Request (Reopening, 

Amendment, or both) and a brief statement of the facts of the case. The memo should indicate 

the current status of the query to the ARPE or the Board. You must include a table that has all 

general aspects of the project, specifically: height, yards, density, area occupancy, parking, etc., 

the existing district and the proposed district which the project will take place in. It will also 

include an overview of the project, description of the location of land and the use of the land, 

area, classification, available infrastructure (water, electricity, sewerage, access roads), number 

and size of lots or units, etc. If submitting the case in accordance with the regulations on 

exceptions, you must provide adequate justification for the request. The project should be 

discussed in line with current regulations and ‘Land Use Plans’, and should indicate the benefit 

that would result in the community.  

 

Evidence of Ownership - notarized copy and/or certified and signed. This applies only to cases 

where the owner of the land has changed. In cases of inheritance, you should submit a copy of 

the Declaration of Heirs. (As Evidence of Ownership, you may submit any of the following 

documents if they are notarized, certified and signed: Deed of Sale, Certificate of Registry of 

Property, Contract Purchase Option and/or Lease Agreement).  
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Letter of Authorization from the owner (s) of (the) land. - in original. This applies only to cases 

where which the representative has changed. 

You must include the mailing address of (the) owner (s), and this should not have been more 

than three (3) months since its execution. In inheritance cases, the letter of authorization must be 

signed by all heirs. In cases where the owner is a corporation, you should submit an original 

corporate resolution that indicates a person is authorized to perform this procedure. 

 

Graphic representation of the Proposal to Scale 1:2,000 – Solicitation to reopen Applications in 

the Graphic representation scheme should be sealed copy of the Plan and approved by the Board. 

In Applications for Amendment, the Graphical Representation Plan must be original and 

illustrate the proposal with road access to relevant and include a table indicating the number of 

units, and the total of the parcel subject to perusal, etc.. In addition, indicate the sites segregated 

by previous subdivisions. You should indicate the names of the surrounding four (4) cardinal 

points . Must contain the license numbers and full names of the professionals (Draftsman, 

surveyor, engineer, etc.) who participated in the preparation. Must include a table where you 

have all the general aspects of the project, specifically height, yards, density, area of occupancy, 

parking, etc.  

 
Agreements and / or resolutions of approval of the Regulations and Permits Administration 

(ARPE) or Planning Board of Puerto Rico, to check the validity of the project. 

CD containing all scanned documents in PDF format. 

NOTES 

1. You must comply with the Rules of Recovery in effect at the time of filing of the Application. 

2. Any application relating to a tract of land located in a Municipality with Office 

Permit in accordance with the agreement on transfer of existing hierarchies must be filed 

in that Office. 
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Appendix H: Planning Board Guide: Instrucciones para la preparación del 
Polígono 
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Appendix I: Planning Board Guide: Instrucciones para la preparación del 
Expediente en papel 
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Appendix J: Instructions for preparing the paper record (Translation) 
Location queries (Public and Private)  

 

In a legal size binder, include the following documents pursuant to this order (ascending to 

descending)  

1. JP-31A Original Form - duly signed  

2. Original Explanatory Memorial - signed 

3. Evidence of Ownership. 

4. Original version of the Owner Authorization Letter. 

5. Resolutions adopted by the Board or by ARPE (if any/where applicable).  

6. Copies of the agreements and plans approved by ARPE (if any/where applicable). 

7. Letter from the Department of Housing (in the case of residential projects with social 

implications) 

8. Endorsement Letter from the Department of Health (in the case of facilities/when applicable). 

9. Letter from the Environmental Quality Board indicating compliance with the Environmental 

Public Policy Act (public projects/when applicable). 

10. Letter of evidence from the agency who owns the land, indicating that access is available.  

11. Evidence of notification to the landowner if lands are private. 

12. JP-CED Form (OCT-2006) signed by the proposer and/or representative (Certification of 

paper documents are true and faithful exact copies of the documents submitted in digital form)  

13. Any other additional information.  

 

 In a manila envelope, include the following documents according to this order:  

1. Topographic Quadrangle  

2. Zoning Map  

3. Cadastral map from the CRIM (Full Sheet). 

4. Map of the estate or property to be developed  

5. Graphic representation of the Proposal, duly signed (where applicable)  

6. One (1) Color Aerial Photo 1:10,000 (identified premises)  

7. Environmental Form and/or Environmental Assessment (2 copies/when applicable). 

8. Economic Feasibility Study (in the case of commercial projects  
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including retail)  

9. Maps of Measurement (Surveys?)(where applicable)  

10.CD with project information created through the Publisher Program  

 

Petitions to Amend the Zoning Map:  

In a legal sized binder, include the following documents according to this order (ascending to 

descending)  

1. Original Form JP-250 - duly signed  

2. Original Explanatory Memorial - duly signed  

3. Original Affidavit  

4. Original Letter of Authorization  

5. Evidence of Ownership  

6. Original Receipts of Post (legal size pages glued into two columns, and listed in the order they 

appear in the JP-250 Form.)  

7. Any additional information  

 
In a manila envelope, legal size, will include the following documents according to this order:  
1. Topographic Quadrangle  
2. Cadastral map of the current CRIM  
3. Zoning Map 
4. Frontal Photos of the Property  
5. Color Aerial Photo  
6. Plan of Measurement (Survey??)(if necessary)  
7. Polygon  
7. CD project information created through the Publisher Program 
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Appendix K: Planning Board Anejo I  
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Appendix L: Planning Board Anejo I (Translation) 
 

Anejo I 
 
If the public location query includes a land transaction, complete this Form: 
 

Type of Transaction: 
 

 

Purchase: 
Sale: 

Lease: 

Assignment/Transfer: 
 
Capacity of Land: 
Square Feet of Building: 
Others: 

 
Capacity of Land: 
Square Feet of Building: 
Others: 

Trade:  
 
 
Capacity of Land: 
Square Feet of Building: 
Others: 
Property of: 

 
Capacity of Land: 
Square Feet of Building: 
Others: 
Property of: 

Estimated Cost of Project 
 
Source of Funds: 
Law # ____ of ______ 
Other Source: 

 
If the project of proposal has already been 
submitted, indicate: 
 
Query # 
Date of Approval: 

 
Owner of Land Affected: 
 
 
 
 

 
Address of Owner of Land: 
 

 
 
Include the following Documents: 
 
Certification of Filing of Transaction Query (Certificación de la Radicación de la consulta de 
transacción y/o Ubicación) 
 
Certification of Intent for Land Acquisition (Certificacion de la Intención de Adquisición de los 
Terrenos) 
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Appendix M: RPA Form for Preliminary Approval 
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Appendix N: Planning Board Form JP-31A 
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Appendix O: Planning Board Form JP-31A (Other) 
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Appendix P: Reglamento para la Adquisición de Bienes Inmuebles y Derechos 
Reales del Departamento de Recursos Naturales y Ambientales 
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Appendix Q: Regulation for Real Estate Acquisition 
 

Department of Natural Resources and Environmental 

Real Estate Division 

Regulations for the Acquisition of Real Estate and Real Rights 

Department of Natural Resources and the Environment  

Article I: Title  

This Regulation shall be known and may be cited as "Regulations for the Acquisition of Real 
Estate and Rights of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources.  

Article II: Legal Base  

This regulation is adopted pursuant to the provisions of Executive Order No. 4 of 20 January 
2004, Law 23 of 20 June 1972, as amended, known as the Basic Law of the Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources, Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 9 December 1993, as 
amended, Law 49 of 4 January 2003, as amended, known as "An Act to Establish Public Policy 
on Flood and Conservation of rivers and streams" Law 150 of 4 August 1988, as amended, 
known as the "Act Natural Heritage Program of Puerto Rico, Law 133 of 1 July 1975, as 
amended, known as the" Forest Law ", Law 268 5 September 2003, as amended, known as the 
"Law of the Fund for Land Acquisition and Conservation in Puerto Rico, Law No. 241 of August 
15, 1999, as amended, known as' The New Law of Life Silvestre de Puerto Rico "and the Law 
170 of 12 August 1988, as amended, known as" Uniform Administrative Procedure Act of the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. "  

Article III:  Purpose  

This regulation is adopted for the purpose of establishing rules and procedures for the acquisition 
of property and real rights of the DNER. The same shall not be construed as limiting the powers 
and authority of the DNER under any existing law or regulation. �� 

Article V: Criteria for the Acquisition of Real Property  

The acquisition of real property by the DNER will be determined from the provisions of 
Executive Order No. 4 of 20 January 2004, Law 23 of 20 June 1972, as amended, known as the 
Basic Law Department Environment and Natural Resources, Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 9 
December 1993, as amended, Law 49 of 4 January 2003, as amended, known as "An Act to 
Establish Public Policy on Flood and Conservation of rivers and streams", Law 150 of 4 August, 
1988, as amended, known as the "Act Natural Heritage Program of Puerto Rico, Law 133 of 1 
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July 1975, as amended, known as the" Forest Law ", Law 268 of September 5, 2003 , as 
amended, known as the "Law of the Fund for Land Acquisition and Conservation in Puerto Rico, 
Law No. 241 of August 15, 1999, as amended, known as' The New Wildlife Act of Puerto Rico" 
and Law 170 of 12 August 1988, as amended, known as "Uniform Administrative Procedure Act 
of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico" and laws, executive orders, joint resolutions and others 
from time to time be issued ordering or requiring action by the DNER.  

Article VI: Administration  

The Real Estate Division, attached to the Secretary Assistant DNER Management Issues, will be 
responsible for ensuring compliance with the provisions of this Regulation.  

Article VII:  Procedures for the Acquisition of Real Property  

Section 1: Proposed Acquisition  

The requesting unit is responsible for preparing a Draft Acquisition including, inter alia, without 
limitation, the following:  

 Description of project related. 
 
 Benefits and legal justification for the acquisition. 
 
 Name and physical and mailing address of all parties with an interest in real property 

purchased. 
 
 Certified copy of the resolution issued by the Planning Board approving the use and location 

consulting, certification or, failing that evidences the exemption granted to the 
DNER to submit a query location. 

 
 Certified copy of the resolution issued by RPA authorizing the acquisition and segregation of 

land ownership in favor of the DNER. 
 
 Plan of measurement of the real property to be purchased, prepared by a licensed and 

authorized to practice surveying in Puerto Rico and active member of the College 
of Engineers and Surveyors of Puerto Rico. In cases of existing structures, may 
require plans schematic or conceptual, among others. 

 
 Any other plan which is necessary, according to the particular characteristics of the real 

property to be purchased, and prepared by licensed professionals authorized under 
existing laws. 

 
 Certification of the Division of Finance on the availability of funds to carry out the 

acquisition when the transaction requires the expenditure of public funds. 
 
 In cases of exchange, the requesting unit should inform, at the Division of Real Property, as 
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part of the purchase that the transaction involves a swap. The requesting unit will 
provide a clear description of the property to be delivered, including the 
registration data of the same. 

 
 Three (3) original appraisal report or appraisal of real property purchased. 
 
 Three (3) copies of the report prepared by the appraiser reviewer in relation to the valuation 

or appraisal report mentioned in subsection (j) above. 
 
 Letter or official document of the Secretary authorizing the acquisition. 
 
 Any other documents required by the Real Estate Division considering the characteristics of 

each case. 
 
Section 2: Step Acquisition  

The procurement process will be conducted through the Division of Real Estate as follows: 

 The proposed acquisition will be submitted by the requesting unit for evaluation of the 
Division of Real Estate. 

 
 The Real Estate Division will evaluate the contents of the proposed acquisition within fifteen 

(15) days after delivery by the requesting unit. 
 
 The Division of Real Estate shall be obliged to notify the requesting unit within five (5) days 

after completing the assessment, if the proposed acquisition is feasible and 
includes all required documentation and / or request additional information that it 
deems necessary to carry out the procurement action. However, this does not 
subtract authority Real Estate Division to request additional documents from time 
to time and the characteristics of each case, necessary to complete the process in 
Division delegates. 

 
 Once it is determined that the proposed acquisition is feasible and includes all required 

documentation, the Division of Real Estate shall examine immediately the 
acquisition either by negotiated purchase and sale, exchange or expropriation 
mechanism by seeking to shape updated the following documents: 

 
 Certification registration of real property purchased. This certification should not exceed six 

(6) months from issued achieved when the transaction. 
 
 Tax Debt Certification for real property acquisition order issued by the CRIM. This 

certification should not exceed six (6) months from issued 
achieved when the transaction. 

 
 Certification issued by the tax amount CRIM. This certification should not exceed six (6) 

months from issued achieved when the transaction. 
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 Study of title to real property purchased, which should not exceed thirty (30) days issued 

achieved when the transaction. 
 
 Require the owner of the immovable property registration certificate and Debt issued by the 

Commonwealth Department of Finance. This certification may not 
take more than six (6) months of broadcast. 

 
 The Real Estate Division shall ensure compliance with all applicable laws and regulations 

and the requirements of federal programs, if applicable. 
 
Section 3: Appraisal Report or Valuation  

The appraisal reports or valuation may be prepared by internal or external appraisers hired to 
carry out this process, as required DNER. Assessment processes are governed by the following 
rules or guidelines:  

 All external appraisers must be authorized to practice by the Board of Examiners of 
Assessors of Puerto Rico, by proving that with proper authorization valid license 
issued by the aforementioned Board. 

 
 All appraisal reports or valuation prepared in accordance the Uniform Standards of 

Professional Appraisal Practice, the Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal 
Land Acquisitions "or those guides or sources approved by the American Institute 
of Real Estate Appraisers (known in English as "American Institute of Real Estate 
Appraisers"). 

 
 Any contract for professional services of appraisal or valuation included a clause that 

requires the use of the statements mentioned in subsection (b). 
 
 The DNER may, if necessary, seek the services of the Commonwealth Land Administration 

or the crime for appraisal or valuation reports of those real estate that will be 
acquired. 

 
 The appraisal or valuation reports include at least the following: the fair market value of real 

property (including the valuation methods used), a clear description of the real 
property including room and taxes, identification of the structures located in the 
building , date of report preparation, description of comparable sales, the 
appraiser's signature and any other relevant information that supports the 
conclusions of the appraiser. 

 
 Any appraisal or valuation report shall be submitted to an appraiser reviewer for eventual 

approval or rejection in writing through a Memorandum of review. The reviewing 
appraiser may be an employee of the DNER or an external evaluator hired for 
such purposes, and the CRIM . 
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 In cases where the appraiser reviewer rejects an appraisal report, the reviewer appraiser must 
reconcile their differences in valuation with the assessor who conducted the 
original appraisal or valuation of real property purchased. 

 
 The report prepared by the reviewer appraiser's findings indicate it has made in the appraisal 

report or appraisal review, plus the elements listed in preparing the original report, 
including specific grounds for which disagrees or not approved the original report. 

 
 The report prepared by the appraiser reviewer also include any information, documentation 

or procedure that the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers recommended 
and has not been contemplated in the original report. 

 
 If the reviewer appraiser and the appraiser who prepared the original report can not reconcile 

their differences in value, the report shall be submitted to the Secretary of DNER 
to appoint an appraiser to advise him to reconcile differences. 

 
 For appraisals or valuation reports prepared for projects with funds granted by state or federal 

entities, preparation and final approval of the appraisal reports or valuation is 
subject to the specific requirements of each entity. 

 
Section 4: Procurement through direct purchase  

The DNER will perform all necessary efforts to ensure the acquisition of real property interest 
through direct purchase at all times observing the following:  

 The DNER, through the Division of Real Estate, you can not make offers on real estate, 
owners of it, until you have completed the processes related to procurement 
activities. 

 
 Upon completion of the acquisition process, the negotiator appointed by the Real Estate 

Division, will meet with the owners of real estate, agents or persons authorized by 
deed of power for the purpose of arranging the sale price of property property 
acquired. 

 
 The tender offer may not exceed the maximum value determined according to the revised 

appraisal and will be submitted in writing giving the last known address within 
five (5) working days from the date of receipt of the Letter of Offer , the owner 
seller to accept it. 

 
 If after five (5) working days no reply is received in writing by the owner seller, it is 

understood as a rejection of the tender offer, and will proceed according to 
Section 5 of this Article. 

 
 If the seller owner disagreed with the tender offer DNER shall inform in writing to the 

Division of Real Estate at the time specified and may then submit a counteroffer. 
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 The same must be supported by another appraisal or valuation report that meets the criteria 
used primarily in the appraisal or valuation report prepared by the DNER and 
stating the grounds on which the amount payable by the DNER should be greater 
than that provided in the appraisal or valuation report prepared by the DNER. 

 
 The DNER submitted to the reviewer the appraiser or appraisal valuation report prepared by 

the vendor for evaluation. 
 
 The reviewer appraiser prepare a written report setting the acceptance or rejection of the 

appraisal or valuation report submitted by the seller and basing his conclusions. 
 
 The DNER inform in writing the seller owns the final determination of the review of the 

appraisal or valuation report. 
 
 If after five (5) business days after receipt of notice of final determination, there is no written 

response from the owner seller, it is understood as a rejection of the tender offer, 
and will proceed according to the Section 5 of this Article. 

 
 If agreed a sale price, the Division of Real Estate handled the preparation of a deed of sale, 

which must be made before a notary, licensed by the Board of Examiners of 
aspirants to the practice of law and notary of the Commonwealth. The notary fees, 
if any, shall be agreed between the parties in accordance with the laws and 
regulations. 

 
 The DNER can reach any terms of payment allowed by law, as agreed between the parties. 
 
 The Real Estate Division must ensure that the deed of sale granted in favor or for the benefit 

of the DNER, is presented in the Land Registry for a term of five (5) business 
days after the award of the same. 

 
 The Real Estate Division must ensure that the CRIM is filed an application for change of 

ownership of the property acquired, following the regulations. 
 
 In cases where procurement is carried out through barter, is considered the provisions of 

Section 6 of this Article. 
 
 In cases where you could not complete the purchase and sale by negotiation, the DNER shall 

acquire, through the Division of Real Estate, the real property interest through the 
mechanism of expropriation provisions of the Expropriation Act 12 March 1903, 
as amended. 

 
Section 5: Acquisition by expropriation  

 The expropriation procedure shall be applied in cases where, after exhausting efforts to 
acquire the real property interest in the DNER through a negotiation process, 
failure to achieve satisfactory agreements with the seller. Negotiator by the DNER 
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will obliged to explain by memorandum to the Director of the Division of Real 
Estate, all arrangements, meetings and efforts with the owner to acquire real 
property by negotiation required before proceeding with eminent domain. 

 
 The expropriation procedure shall be governed in accordance with the provisions of the 

Expropriation Act of 12 March 1903, as amended. 
 
 In cases where the DNER can not begin the process of eminent domain, the Division of Real 

Estate will manage this process with another Commonwealth agency or entity that 
may conduct the procedure of expropriation on behalf of the DNER. 

 
 When applying the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the DNER in the first instance 

should consider the use of the commonwealth Department of Justice. 
 
 The DNER, through the Division of Real Estate, have the power to contract with another 

governmental entity other than the Department of Justice, where it is of greater 
benefit to the DNER. The record of each case must include a memorandum 
justifying such action by the Director of the Division of Real Estate. 

 
 The Division of Real Estate will ensure that any agreement signed between the DNER and 

the Agency Commonwealth expropriating state clearly that the expropriation 
process will be contracted out at the request of the DNER and the DNER use and 
benefit. 

 
 Expropriation where agreements with other agencies or entities of the commonwealth, be 

required that they include a clause: 
 
 The contracted entity will ask the Court to compel the registration of immovable property 

expropriated in the name of the DNER, or failing; 
 
 the entity contracted to recognize that once completed the process of expropriation will take 

place once a transfer of real property to DNER whose costs are borne by 
the DNER. 

 
 Expropriation procedures through the Department of Justice or other agencies or entities of 

Real Estate Division must ensure that the CRIM is filed an application for change 
of ownership of the property acquired, following the regulations. Commonwealth 
shall be governed by the organic laws and regulations of these entities. 

 
 Section 6: swaps  

 The exchange, as defined in this regulation may take place only when the result of the same 
result in a benefit for the DNER greater than or equal to the profit generated by 
the real property exchanged. This, considering the mission and objectives DNER 
according to the various laws and regulations. 
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 To determine the value of real property to receive shall be to prepare an appraisal report or 
valuation, according to the provisions of Section 3 of Article VII of these 
Regulations. 

 
Article VIII:  Acquisition of Real Property and real rights by assignment  

Section 1: Office Coordinator  

The process of acquisition of real property and real rights through the transfer process will be 
coordinated by the Division of Real Estate.  

Section 2: Required Documents  

The transferor shall submit to the Division of Real Estate the following documents relating to 
immovable property subject to assignment for evaluation:  

 RPA Resolution / No. / Date 
 
 Copy the plan of the real property to be transferred to include the location of the real property 

transfer in Lambert coordinates or other location method from time to time 
establish the Real Estate Division. 

 
 Certificate of Registration or Title Study with no more than six (6) months from the date 

issued before the granting of writing. 
 
 Appraisal or valuation report of the real property to be transferred with no more than six (6) 

months from issued. 
 
 Certification stating that the real property to be transferred free of liens and encumbrances 

and environmental mortgage understanding that the DNER will not accept the 
transfer of real property taxing the commonwealth. 

 
 Draft deed of assignment. 
 
 Any other documents that the Division of Real Estate understands need for a fair assessment 

of the assignment. 
 
Section 3: Procedure for Acquisition  

 The Real Estate Division will conduct a review of the documents required to determine 
compliance with the provisions of Section 2 of this Article. Incomplete 
documentation will be returned to the assignor. 

 
 Upon receipt of all required documentation, the Division of Real Estate will assess the real 

property subject to assignment in accordance with the provisions of applicable 
law and regulations. 
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 The Real Estate Division will identify those operational areas DNER with interest in the 

matter and request comments and recommendations to enable a fair assessment of 
the transfer proposal. If necessary you can use external resources, subject to 
compliance with applicable laws and regulations for recruitment de los mismos. 

 
 Any requests for comments or recommendations should be handled by the unit referred to in 

a term not exceeding five (5) days after receipt. The Division of Real Estate has 
the power to grant additional terms exist reasonable cause. The comments and 
recommendations received will be part of the report to be rendered by the 
Division of Real Estate to the Registrar. 

 
 The Real Estate Division will submit to the Secretary a report detailing the specific 

characteristics of the real property subject to assignment, the legal basis for 
accepting the same, the comments and recommendations of each advisory unit, if 
any, and the final recommendation of the Division of Real Estate. 

 
 The final determination on whether or not the assignment is the Secretary. 
 
 If the Secretary determines that it must accept the assignment, the Real Estate Division will 

inform the donor within a period not to exceed five (5) days after being notified 
by the Registrar, stating the reasons why the transfer was not accepted . 

 
 If the Secretary determines to accept the assignment, the Division of Real Estate written 

notice of such acceptance by the assignor or other documentation requiring any 
action necessary to complete the acquisition process. 

 
 The transfer of immovable property is carried out through the award of public writing in 

which the Secretary accepts the assignment on behalf of the DNER. 
 
 The costs, expenses and fees of the assignment and its respective presentation at the 

appropriate Land Registry, if any, are the responsibility of the assignor. 
 
 The notary grantor shall be obliged to submit to the Division of Real Estate, a term not 

exceeding five (5) days a certified copy of the deed of assignment granted and 
filing minutes of seat that certifies the presentation of writing in the corresponding 
Land Registry. 

 
 Once executed as provided in subsection (k) above, the Real Estate Division shall issue a 

Transfer Certificate which states that the assignment was completed to the 
satisfaction of the DNER. 

 
 The Real Estate Division must ensure that the CRIM is filed an application for change of 

ownership of the property acquired, following the regulations. 
 
Article IX: Donations 
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Section 1: Office Coordinator 

The Real Estate Division is responsible for coordinating procedures intended to obtain real 
property through donations. 

Section 2: Procedure for Acquisition 

The donor must submit to the Division of Real Estate, and in writing of their intention to donate 
certain real property, setting out the restrictions, if any, referred to as part of the donation. The 
notice shall include a clear description of the real property to donate and a certificate of legal 
capacity of the donor to donate real property subject to donation. 
 
The Real Estate Division will conduct an assessment of real property subject to donation to 
ensure that the uses that the DNER will give the same are in accordance with the purpose 
entrusted to DNER by its organic law and any other laws, regulations, related resolutions or 
executive orders. 
 
The donor must submit to the Division of Real Estate Division documentation that requires you 
to could include, inter alia, proof of ownership, certificate of debt, plans and other documents 
necessary for a fair assessment of the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the property 
subject to donation. 
 
When the intention of donating is subject to special conditions, the Real Estate Division shall 
consider the ability of DNER to meet donor requirements. 
 
The Real Estate Division may request recommendations to the various operational units of the 
DNER to ensure adequate assessment of real property subject to the donation. 
 
The recommendations will be reported in writing to the Division of Real Properties for a term 
not exceeding five (5) days after receipt. The same will be part of the report which will then be 
rendered by the Division of Real Estate to the Registrar. 
 
The Real Estate Division will submit to the Secretary a report detailing the specific 
characteristics of the real property subject to donation, the recommendations of each advisory 
unit, if any, the future budgetary impact of the acquisition and its final recommendation. 
 
The final determination on whether or not subject to real property donation will be the Secretary 
or his authorized representative. 
 
If the Secretary determines that it must accept the donation, the donor will be notified through 
the Division of Real Estate, and in writing, why not accept the donation. 
 
If the Secretary determines to accept the donation will require the Division of Real Property, to 
notify such acceptance to the donor and appropriate to coordinate the procurement process, as 
agreed by the parties. 
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Section 3: Step Acquisition 

Once the Secretary determines to accept the donation, staff of the Division of Real Estate will 
meet with the donor to establish in writing the terms for the preparation of a deed of donation. 
 
The Real Estate Division will process the following documents necessary for the granting of the 
deed of donation: 
 
 Certification registration of real property subject to donation. This certification should not 

exceed six (6) months from issued achieved when the transaction. 
 
 Tax Debt Certification of real property subject to donation. This certification should not 

exceed six (6) months from issued achieved when the transaction. 
 
 Certification issued by the tax amount CRIM. This certification should not exceed six (6) 

months from issued achieved when the transaction. 
 
 Study of title to real property purchased, which should not exceed thirty (30) days issued 

achieved when the transaction. 
 
 Taxation of real property subject to donation to determine their market value. 
 
Once the evaluation of the documentation mentioned in subsection b, the Division of Real Estate 
handled the preparation of a deed of gift, which must be made before a notary, licensed granted 
by the Board of Examination of Applicants to Exercise Commonwealth Lawyers and Notaries. 
The notary fees, if any, shall be agreed between the parties in accordance with the laws and 
regulations. 
 
The notary must, in the granting date of writing, all the necessary documentation to file the deed 
of donation in the Land Registry property and provide certified copy of the deed of donation at 
the time of granting the same. 
 
The procedures for filing of the deed of donation are the sole responsibility of the DNER. The 
Real Estate Division shall, within a period of five (5) working days from the granting thereof, 
file the same in the Land Registry concerned. 
 
The Real Estate Division must ensure that the CRIM is filed an application for change of 
ownership of the property acquired, following the regulations. 
 
Article X: General Provisions 

Any natural or legal person need to submit, before any agency of the DNER, proof of having 
sold, transferred, traded, donated or otherwise transferring the title to any real property or real 
right to name or for the DNER should request the Real Estate Division of the form and manner 
as the Division of Real Property set, a certification to that effect. 
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No dependence of the DNER accept as evidence or proof of a transaction (sale, transfer, 
exchange, donation or otherwise transfer title to any real property or real right to name or for the 
DNER) document of any kind or nature unless accompanied by an Original Certificate provided 
by the Division of Real Estate affirming or assuring the same. 
 
The provisions of this regulation does not necessarily apply to the transfer of real property with 
other governmental entities. The application of one or more provisions of these Regulations shall 
be the discretion of the Secretary. 
 
Article XI: Severability clause 

Any matters not covered by this Regulation shall be settled by the Registrar in accordance with 
laws, regulations, executive orders and existing resolutions and in everything that is not covered 
by them shall be governed by the rules of sound public administration. 

Article XII:  Severability Clause 

If any word, phrase, or article or part of this Regulation be declared unconstitutional or invalid 
by a court of competent jurisdiction, such declaration shall not affect, impair or invalidate the 
remaining provisions and parts of this regulation, but its effect is limited to the word, subsection, 
sentence, section or part in any specific case and not be deemed to affect or prejudice in any 
sense valid application or otherwise. 

Article XIII:  Approval 

This regulation shall take effect immediately after its approval and filed in the Department of 

State and the Legislative Library, in accordance with the provisions of Act 170, "Uniform 

Administrative Procedure Act, as amended. 
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Appendix R: Originating Law of the DNER 
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